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SUMMARY 
Developing renewable materials to reduce the dependence on fossil fuel as a 
feedstock for a wide range of applications is becoming increasingly acknowledged as 
important in society. Chitin, the second most abundant biopolymer in nature, is an ideal 
candidate for diverse applications because of its remarkable properties, such as 
abundance, renewability, biodegradability, biocompatibility, antibacterial activity, 
chemical functionality, and high stiffness and strength. Despite these inherent 
advantages, chitin is currently still underutilized mainly due to its strong molecular 
interactions, which make it insoluble in common solvents. Currently, its major 
applications are limited to biomedical engineering, such as tissue engineering, wound 
dressing and sutures. 
This thesis aims to explore and enable the potential utilization of chitin in other 
fields where it may serve as a renewable functional advanced material. Here, a number of 
novel chitin-based materials were developed successfully without employing chitin 
dissolution. These include chitin nanofibers (CNFs), porous chitin with tunable structures, 
chitin-reinforced polymer composites and chitin-stabilized aqueous foams. Moreover, the 
properties of these materials including interfacial, optical, thermal, and mechanical 
characteristics were determined, and their potential utilizations were demonstrated. 
Briefly, in chapter 2, CNFs with diameters of ~20 nm were successfully extracted 
from crab α-chitin by a high pressure homogenization process. The produced CNFs were 
dispersed well in water without forming strong network structures due to their 
electrostatic repulsions. The obtained CNF film has a high residue amount (40%) when 
heated up to 1000 ˚C. Meanwhile, it exhibited high optical transparency as well as great 
 xviii
gas barrier properties. In chapter 3, on the basis of the obtained CNFs in chapter 2, 
versatile porous structures including oriented sheets and three-dimensional aperiodic 
nanofiber networks were achieved by using a freeze drying technique. Since the 
formation of nanofibrous structures cannot be predicted by the widely-used particle 
encapsulation model, a modified structure formation mechanism was proposed. In 
chapter 4, the structure-property relationships of the CNF/poly(ethylene oxide)(PEO) 
nanocomposites were established. We demonstrated that the CNFs formed network 
structures in PEO matrix and had hydrogen bonding interaction with PEO. The CNFs can 
greatly enhance the mechanical properties of PEO, such as elastic modulus and tensile 
strength. In chapter 5, the aqueous foams stabilized by high-aspect-ratio CNFs were 
developed. The created foams exhibited strong hindrance on film drainage, coalescence 
and disproportionation. The fibrillated CNFs alone were not able to stabilize air bubbles, 
but the addition of small amounts of valeric acids in CNF dispersion can make chitin 
foamable. The results clearly showed that valeric acid modified CNFs reduced the 
surface tension of aqueous dispersion and were attached at the air-water interface. 
Overall, this research has provided many new insights for the fabrication, 
characterization, and utilization of chitin, and has built a solid foundation for further 




1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 Renewable Materials 
 
Figure 1.1 Processes of petroleum and biomass to chemicals and liquid fuels [1]. 
Over the past two decades, tremendous efforts from both academic and industrial 
societies have been devoted to developing advanced materials from renewable resources 
in order to replace conventional fossil fuel-based products. Various bio-based resources, 
including sugarcanes, soybeans, algae and trees have been studied and significant 
progress has been achieved in the production of sustainable alternatives to many synthetic 
materials, such as biochemicals, bioplastics and biofuels (Figure 1.1) [1-3]. In addition to 
focusing on replacing the existing non-renewable materials, producing sustainably-
sourced materials with novel superior properties have become of importance and drawn 
extensive attention from researchers [3-9]. Sustainability is guiding the development of 
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next generation materials due to fossil reserve depletion and environmental issues (global 
warming and pollution etc.) [1-5, 9]. 
1.2 Structure and Properties of Chitin 
 
Figure 1.2 Chemical structures of chitin and chitosan [10-12]. 
Chitin, poly (β-(1→4)-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine), has amino, amide and hydroxyl 
functional groups in its polymer chain as seen in Figure 1.2, and is the second most 
abundant naturally occurring polymer right after cellulose. It is synthesized by a mass of 
living organisms, such as arthropods, fungi, and yeast with an annual production of 1010 
to 1011 tons in the world [10-13]. Chitin has three polymorphic forms: α, β and γ, 
depending on its source. α-Chitin is the most abundant form, existing in crab, shrimp 
shells, fungal and yeast walls, and has a highly ordered crystalline structure with an anti-
parallel configuration (Figure 1.3 A and Table 1.1). In contrast, β-chitin is present in 
squid pen, tubeworm and diatom spines, and has a parallel packing and different 
crystallographic parameters from α-chitin (Figure 1.3 B and Table 1.1). Both of α and β 
chitin have strong hydrogen bonding. γ-Chitin is a mixture of α and β forms. Chitin 
combines with chitosan to occur as a copolymer in nature, and the name of chitin and 
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chitosan depends on the degree of acetylation (DA), as shown in Figure 1.2. DA, i.e. the 
ratio of 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose to -2-amino-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose 
units has a significant impact on the properties of the resultant chitin, such as solubility, 
solution properties and bioactivity. For example, chitosan is soluble in dilute acidic 
solution but chitin is insoluble to all common solvents and aqueous acids [10-14].  
 
Figure 1.3 Proposed molecular structure and inter and/or intra hydrogen bonding 
in (A) α-chitin, and (B) β-chitin [11, 12]. 
 
Table 1.1 Proposed crystallographic parameters of α and β chitins [10, 15, 16]. 
Material a (nm) b (nm) c (nm) γ (o) Space group 
α-chitin 0.474 1.886 1.032 90 P212121 




Figure 1.4 Hierarchical structure of the exoskeleton material of H. americanus 
(American lobster) (I) Chitin molecule; (II) Anti-parallel packing of α-chitin; (III) 
Chitin-protein nanofibrils; (IV) Chitin-protein nanofibers; (V) Mineralized chitin-
protein planes; (VI) Twisted plywood structure, and (VII) Multilayer cuticle of 
lobster [17, 18]. 
Chitin is an important structural component of many intricately hierarchical 
structures in natural creatures [17-19]. An example is the complex structure in arthropods 
constructed primarily by chitin. The crustacean exoskeleton mainly consists of chitin, 
protein and minerals. This biocomposite material has a strict hierarchical organization 
composed of a variety of structural levels as shown in Figure 1.4. At the molecular level 
is the chitin itself. Around 20 of chitin molecules are arranged in an anti-parallel 
configuration to form long crystalline α-chitin nanofibrils with diameters of 2 to 5 nm. 
These nanofibrils are wrapped with proteins and are further gathered with other 
nanofibrils to form large fibers of about 50-300 nm diameter. The next hierarchy level is 
the formation of a planar woven and branched network created from the chitin-protein 
fibers, which are embedded in a variety of proteins and minerals. Subsequently, these 
woven and network planes form a twisted ‘plywood’ structure via their helicoid stack and 
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this microstructure becomes an element of the exoskeleton [17, 18]. Purified chitin can be 
produced from crustaceans and many other organisms by a series of chemical treatments, 
such as acid treatment to remove minerals and base process to deplete proteins [10, 11, 
20, 21]. 
Due to its strong molecular interactions and insolubility in common solvents, the 
production and application of chitin-based materials have been restricted for a long time. 
However, in terms of the extraordinary properties of chitin, such as renewability, 
biodegradability, biocompatibility, antibacterial activity and high stiffness, many 
researchers have been highly motivated to overcome the processing difficulties of chitin 
and have made much progress on its utilization over the last few decades [10, 11]. For 
example, few solvents were found to be able to dissolve chitin, such as 
dimethylacetamide (DMAc)/LiCl, hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP), and NaOH/urea [10, 
11, 22, 23]. Since it can be dissolved, different types of chitin was subsequently 
produced, such as films, fibers, gels, and porous scaffolds, and the resulting chitin-based 
materials have been used for many areas, including tissue engineering, wound dressing, 
and absorbents [10-12, 14, 22-27]. In addition to the dissolution route to utilize chitin, it 
can also be employed by downsizing it into nanosized materials (rigid nanocrystals) using 
acid hydrolysis. These nanocrystals have been widely applied to polymer composite field 
owing to their excellent mechanical properties [28-35].  
1.3 Fabrication of Nanofibrous Materials 
Recently, owing to their excellent properties, such as unique dimensional (high 
surface to volume ratio), optical, mechanical, electrical and other characteristics, 
nanofibrous materials have attracted much attention as an important component of 
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various advanced materials for a wide range of applications, such as biomedical 
engineering, electronic devices, sensors, and structural materials [3-8, 36-42]. Currently, 
nanofibrous materials can be produced by a number of techniques, including self-
assembly, phase separation, and electrospinning, which are briefly introduced below [43-
54].  
 
Figure 1.5 (A) Schematic of self-assembly of peptide-amphiphiles molecules into a 
cylindrical micelle [43]; (B) An electrospinning experimental setup [49]. 
Self-assembly refers to the build-up of molecular or nanoscale units into larger 
structures and materials via the synergistic interactions of the individual building blocks. 
A variety of self-assemble methods have been reported to be able to generate nanofibrous 
materials so far [43-47]. For example, Hartgerink et al. showed that nanofibers were 
successfully created from self-assembly of peptide-amphiphiles, which have precisely 
tailored chemical structures: a long alkyl tail for conferring hydrophobicity and a linker 
region of three glycine residues for providing flexible conformation (Figure 1.5 A), and a 
stable cross-linked fibrous network structure was formed by tuning medium pH [43]. 
Tsukruk et al. reported the assembly of supramolecular nanofibers using the amphiphilic 
dendritic molecules with hydrophilic inner core-hydrophobic shell architecture. The 
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multiple intermolecular interactions between flexible cores stabilized these nanofibers 
and made them robust and flexible [47].  
Phase separation is a thermodynamic separation of a polymer solution into a 
polymer-rich domain and a polymer-poor/solvent rich domain, which can be induced by 
thermally treatment or the addition of non-solvents to the polymer solution [49, 50, 52]. 
Many different sourced nanofibrous materials have been generated by this technique. For 
example, Zhang et al. formed nanofibrous porous materials using thermally induced 
spinodal liquid-liquid phase separation process, which mainly consisted of five steps: 
polymer dissolution, phase separation and gelation, solvent extraction, freezing and 
freeze drying. The produced fibrous network had fiber diameters of 50 to 500 nm and a 
porosity of over 98% [48-50]. Zhong et al. produced ultrafine nanofibers (10 nm in 
diameter) from the precipitation of chitin /LiCl/N,-N-dimethylacetamide solution upon 
addition of water [51].  
Compared with self-assembly and phase separation methods, electrospinning is a 
more powerful and facile technique to fabricate nanofibrous materials, which can greatly 
tune the dimensions of nanofibers and allow the fabrication of nanofibers from a wide 
range of materials [52-54]. In a typical electrospinning setup, as shown in Figure 1.5 B, a 
polymer solution or melt is firstly prepared, and then is pumped through a thin nozzle that 
serves as an electrode, where high voltage would be applied. The liquid droplet is 
elongated and the formed nanofibers are subsequently collected at a counter electrode 
substrate [53]. Electrospinning has been extensively studied and thousands of relevant 
articles have been published in the past decade [53, 54].  
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1.4 Polymer Nanocomposites 
Table 1.2 Density and mechanical properties of reinforcing agents [9, 28]. 
Material ρ/g cm-3 σf (GPa) EA (GPa) ET (GPa) 
Kevlar-49 fiber 1.4 3.5 124-130 2.5 
Carbon fiber 1.8 1.5-5.5 150-500 --- 
Steel wire 7.8 4.1 210 --- 
Clay nanoplatelets --- --- 170 --- 
Carbon nanotubes --- 11-63 270-950 --- 
Boron nanowhisker --- 2-8 250-360 --- 
Cellulose nanocrystal 1.6 7.5-7.7 110-220 10-50 
Chitin nanocrystal --- --- 150 15 
Note: ρ = density, σf  = tensile strength, EA= elastic modulus in axial direction, ET=elastic 
modulus in transverse direction. 
Polymer nanocomposites are polymer-matrix composites containing materials that 
have at least one dimension below about 100 nm [55]. Due to the excellent mechanical 
performance and large surface area/volume ratio of nanofillers, nanocomposites can 
exhibit higher mechanical properties compared with neat polymer and conventional 
composites reinforced with micron-sized particles and fibers [55-59]. One key milestone 
in the development of nanocomposites is the production of nanoclay-polyamide systems 
from Toyota in 1980s [60]. After that, a large number of polymer nanocomposites have 
been developed, where the utilized fillers mainly include layered silicates, multi-
walled/single-walled carbon nanotubes, nanocellulose and chitin nanocrystals because of 
their superior properties (Table 1.1) [9, 28, 55-59, 61-68]. The ultimate mechanical 
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properties of nanocomposites depend on many factors such as mechanical performance of 
polymer matrices and fillers, filler dispersion, filler size and aspect ratio, adhesion 
between fillers and matrices. To date, tremendous efforts over the past two decades have 
been devoted to improving the fillers’ adhesion with polymers and their dispersion in 
matrices since these two factors significantly influence stress transfer in nanocomposites, 
and various methods have been developed to solve filler dispersion and adhesion issues, 
such as physical-mechanical treatment of filler/polymer mixtures, and chemical 
functionalization of filler and matrices [55-59]. However, it is still challenging to enhance 
these two properties simultaneously. For example, chemically functionalized fillers 
showed strong adhesion with matrices but were easy to form large agglomerates that 
adversely affect the mechanical properties of composites. In the future, polymer 
nanocomposites will continue to draw attention from researchers due to their excellent 
properties and numerous promising applications, such as light-weight car production for 
improving fuel efficiency, and the filler dispersion and adhesion will be still key issues to 
solve in this field [55-59, 61, 62]. 
1.5 Particle-stabilized Foams 
Aqueous foams are dispersions of gas in the continuous phase of a liquid, which 
are of importance to a wide range of fields, including food, cosmetics, oil recovery, 
mineral flotation and biomedical engineering [69-78]. In addition to above applications as 
end products, they can also be used as appropriate intermediates to produce solid porous 
materials with tailored structures for insulation, packaging, transportation and tissue 
engineering [7, 14, 81-83]. Liquid foams are thermodynamically unstable due to the high 
overall free energy associated with their large gas-liquid interface area and would 
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collapse in a short time. The main foam destabilization mechanisms are drainage, 
coalescence and disproportionation (Ostwald ripening or coarsening). Drainage is the 
separation between the liquid phase and gas phase of foams driven by gravity and results 
in the formation of thin films and plateau borders among gas bubbles. Coalescence occurs 
when the thin films between these bubbles rupture, leading to the merging of neighboring 
bubbles. The driving force of disproportionation is the Laplace pressure difference 
between different sized bubbles (ΔP=2γ/r, where γ is surface tension and r is the bubble 
radius), resulting in gas diffusion from smaller bubbles into large bubbles [84-87]. To 
improve the aqueous foam stability, surfactants and biomolecules such as proteins and 
lipids are often employed to reduce large gas-liquid free energy. However, surfactants 
such as sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) are 
only able to stabilize gas bubbles very shortly due to their low desorption energy at gas-




Figure 1.6 (A) For particle-oil-water mixtures, “Pickering emulsion” drops of oil-in-
water or water-in-oil are stabilized by hydrophilic or hydrophobic particles 
respectively. For particle-air-water mixtures, “Pickering foams” air-in-water or 
“Liquid marbles” water-in-air are stabilized by hydrophilic or hydrophobic 
particles, respectively [72]; (B) The colloidal particle is absorbed at the air-water 
interface and its contact angle θ is determined by the balance of three interfacial 
tensions [87]; (C) Attachment energy of colloidal particles at an air-water interface 
as a function of the contact angle for different sized particles [87]; (D) The 
appearance of aqueous foams stabilized by (D1) sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and 
(D2) SU-8 microrods with diameters of less than 1 μm and lengths of a few tens µm. 
(D1) and (D2) were taken 10-15 mins after the foams were formed. (D4) and (D5) 
showed the appearance of (D1) and (D2) after their 2 days of storage, respectively. 
(D3) Optical micrograph of the SU-8 microrods (scale bar: 50 μm) and (D6) 
Microrod-stabilized air bubble (scale bar: 50 µm) [90]. 
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In addition to conventional interface stabilizers-surfactants and biomolecules, 
colloidal particles have been used to stabilize oil droplets for more than a century and the 
resulting Pickering emulsions (oil in water or water in oil in Figure 1.6 A) exhibit 
remarkable stability [72, 85]. Recently, various materials have demonstrated their 
effectiveness as stabilizers of air-water interface, including metallic, ceramic and 
polymeric particles, with sizes ranging from nanometer to micrometers [78, 83, 87, 89-
93]. These foams stabilized by particles with appropriate wettability at air-water interface 
can survive for weeks or years and many of them are even able to withstand more harsh 
conditions, such as drying and vacuum treatment. The excellent foam stability is 
attributed to the formation of a solid layer at the high energy interface (interfacial armor) 
that can act as a mechanical barrier to prevent bubbles from coalescence or 
disproportionation [90-97]. The adsorption of particles at an air-water interface 
significantly depends on their hydrophobicity, which can be accessed by the contact 
angle, θ. The position of the particles at the interface lies on a balance between air-water, 
air-solid and water-solid interfacial tensions, as shown in Figure 1.6 B [87]. The energy 
required for their detachment from air-water interface can be calculated by the equation:  
ΔG=πR2 γαβ (1-│cosθ│)
2, where θ is the contact angle of particle at the interface, γαβ is 
the interfacial tension and R is the particle radius. The value of ΔG can be several orders 
of magnitude greater than the thermal energy (kT) (Figure 1.6 C) as opposed to low 
interfacial desorption energy of surfactants. Therefore, the particles are considered to be 
irreversibly trapped at the interface [87].  
Particle-stabilized foams have been extensively investigated for the last decade 
due to their exceptional stability and tremendous potential applications for many areas.  
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In 2004, Alargova et al. showed that anisotropic particles-microrods with higher aspect 
ratio than spherical particles were able to stabilize the aqueous foams in the absence of 
any additives for many days and the lifetime of the resultant foams was extremely longer 
than that of surfactant-assisted foams, as shown in Figure 1.6 D [90].  One of reasons for 
foam superstabilization arised from high mechanical rigidity of intertwined rod net 
(Figure 1.6 D6). In 2005, Binks et al. demonstrated that the wetting properties of particles 
greatly influenced the liquid foamability and aqueous foams can be stabilized by solely 
silica nanoparticles with partially hydrophobicity and the resulting foams were able to 
hinder coalescence and disproportionation [91]. Many particles do not possess the 
appropriate hydrophobicity for foam stabilization but their wetting properties can be 
easily tuned by a number of methods, including physical adsorption of surfactants and 
chemically grafting hydrophobic chains on particle surface. In 2006, Gonzenbach et al. 
reported a facile and versatile approach to fabricate ultrastable particle-stabilized foams. 
These starting colloidal particles (alumina and silica) were quite hydrophilic but their 
hydrophobicity can be improved to be suitable for foaming with in-situ absorption of 
short chain amphiphilic molecules on these particle surfaces. The produced foams did not 
show any drainage and the ultrastabiliy of foams resulted from strong particle attachment 
at the air-water interface and the formation of an attractive particle network at the 
interface and throughout the foam lamella [92]. Besides above three representing papers 
in the field of particle-stabilized foams, there are many other great examples of particles 
as useful air-water interface stabilizers, such as polymer latex, calcium carbonate rods, 
and gold nanoparticles [78, 98-101]. 
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1.6 Thesis Overview 
There is a growing interest in exploring renewable materials for a wide range of 
applications owing to their abundance, sustainability, and unique inherent properties. 
Chitin, the second most abundant biopolymer in nature, is an ideal candidate for various 
fields because of its excellent properties, such as renewability, biodegradability, 
antibacterial ability, chemical functionality and high stiffness. Despite these inherent 
benefits, the utilization of chitin has been hindered for a long time due to its strong 
molecular interactions and insolubility [10-14]. The discovery of many solvents to 
dissolve chitin has accelerated its development, but chitin is currently still underutilized 
and its major applications are limited to biomedical engineering, such as tissue 
engineering, drug delivery, wound dressing and sutures [10-14, 22, 27]. The existing 
solvents to dissolve chitin are often highly toxic, corrosive, volatile, or difficult to 
remove, and the produced chitin solution is usually very viscous. As a result, chitin 
dissolution causes many issues, including environmental pollution, health concern, and 
high production cost, and detracts from sustainable nature of chitin [10-14, 20-23]. 
Therefore, it is highly beneficial to develop chitin-based materials without employing 
chitin dissolution. 
The main objective of this thesis is to produce chitin nanofibers (CNFs) without 
employing chitin dissolution and to utilize them for composites and foams. The specific 
aims are listed as follows:  
2. 1) Produce the CNFs without forming strong network structures from crab α-
chitin using a physical-mechanical method 
3. 2) Develop a route to create porous nanofibrous materials utilizing CNFs 
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4. 3) Investigate the reinforcing effect of CNFs in polymer matrices 
5. 4) Study the interfacial properties of CNFs and create aqueous foams from 
renewable high-aspect-ratio CNFs 
Chapter 2 describes a method for preparing CNFs from crab α-chitin and 
elucidates CNFs’ properties, such as morphological, optical, thermal, and rheological 
characteristics. Chapter 3 focuses on developing CNF-based porous materials using a 
freeze drying technique and discussing the corresponding structure formation mechanism. 
Chapter 4 presents the characterization of morphological, interfacial, thermal, mechanical 
properties of polymer nanocomposites and investigates the role of chitin in composite. In 
chapter 5, a method to produce the CNF-stabilized aqueous foam is demonstrated and the 
interfacial properties of CNFs are elaborated. Concluding remarks and future research are 
provided in chapter 6. 
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2. ISOLATION OF CHITIN NANOFIBERS FROM CRAB 
SHELLS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THEIR 
PROPERTIES 
2.1 Overview 
Significant attention has been recently devoted to developing advanced materials 
from renewable resources. The production of sustainable nanofiber-based materials is one 
emerging area of interest. Chitin, the second most abundant biopolymer in nature, is a 
great candidate for various applications because of its remarkable properties, such as 
abundance, renewability, biodegradability, biocompatibility, antibacterial activity and 
high stiffness. However, chitin is currently still not well explored due to its strong 
molecular interactions, which makes processing difficult. Here, we report a novel route to 
produce renewable and biodegradable nanofibers starting with purified crab α-chitin. The 
method involves a physical high pressure homogenization process under acid conditions 
and does not involve organic solvents. The produced nanofibers have diameters of ~20 
nm and are dispersed well in mildly acidic aqueous solution stabilized via electrostatic 
repulsion, without forming strong network structures. The resulting nanofiber film 
exhibits high optical transparency and shows great gas barrier properties, suggesting 
potential applications in food, beverage and medicine packaging. Owing to their highly 
crystalline structure and great dispersion in solution, chitin-based nanofibers are 
promising reinforcing materials for polymer composites. In addition, these renewable and 
biodegradable nanofibrous materials may be also useful for many other areas, such as 
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catalysis, sensors, electronics (energy storage, transistors etc.), and biomedical 
engineering. 
2.2 Introduction 
Developing renewable materials to reduce the dependence on fossil fuel as a 
feedstock for a wide range of applications is becoming an increasingly important to 
society. Recently, significant progress has been achieved in the production of sustainable 
alternatives to many synthetic materials, such as bioplastics, biofuels and green 
electronics [1-3]. The fabrication of nanofiber-based materials from renewable resources 
is one emerging area of significance due to their utility in various fields, such as 
electronic devices, sensors, bioengineering, and structural materials [4-8]. 
Chitin, poly (β-(1-4)-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine, is the second most abundant 
biopolymer with an annual production of 1010 to 1011 tons in nature and it mainly exists in 
exoskeleton of arthropods or the cell wall of fungi and yeast. Recently, chitin has 
attracted much attention from researchers because of its extraordinary properties, such as 
abundance, renewability, biodegradability, biocompatibility, antibacterial activity, 
functionality and high stiffness and strength. However, even though it has many inherent 
benefits, the fabrication and application of chitin-based materials is still quite challenging 
mainly due to its strong molecular interactions [8-12]. Previously, chitin-based nanofibers 
have been fabricated using electrospinning and phase separation techniques [13, 14], but 
these processes required highly toxic and volatile organic solvent consumption, which 
detracts from the sustainable nature of chitin, and also disrupts its intrinsically high 
crystallinity. 
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Besides the bottom-up processes (e.g., electrospinning and phase separation), top-
down methods have been recently reported to fabricate chitin nanofibers (CNFs) [15-17]. 
For example, CNFs were successful produced from crab shells and squid pen using 
mechanical grinding and high-power ultrasonication, respectively. The resulting CNFs 
were entangled together to form a highly viscous gel [15-17]. In addition, ultrasonication 
was not able to disintegrate CNFs from crab α-chitin, which possibly resulted from the 
higher crystallinity index, anti-parallel configuration and greater intermolecular 
interactions of α-chitin compared with β-chitin [15]. Nanofibers that form strong network 
structures can adversely affect dispersion in polymer composites or hinder their mobility 
during solvent-based assembly, and cause other processing difficulties [7, 18]. The 
objective of this study was to produce CNFs from crab shell α-chitin without forming 
strong network structures using a physical-mechanical method. Here, a high pressure 
homogenization process was used to extract CNFs from α-chitin purified from crab 
shells. The morphology, structure, and properties of the obtained nanofibers were 
characterized using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), ultraviolet-visible light (UV-Vis), attenuated 
total reflectance (ATR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), rheometer, thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA), and gas permeation system. 
2.3 Experimental Methods 
2.3.1 Materials 
Dried crab shell flakes were purchased from TCI America. Deionized water (18.2 
MΩ cm) was prepared in a Barnstead Easypure RoDi purification system. Hydrochloric 
acid, sodium hydroxide, acetone and ethanol were purchased from EMD Chemical Inc.  
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2.3.2 Extraction of CNF from Crab Shells 
Dried crab shell flakes were processed to obtain purified chitin [11, 16]. Ground 
crab shells were refluxed in 5 wt % sodium hydroxide in DI water for 6 h to remove 
protein. The suspension was filtered and rinsed with DI water until the pH was 7. Next, 
the filtered solids were treated with 7% hydrochloric acid for 6 h at room temperature to 
remove minerals. After filtration and washing with DI water, the treated sample was 
refluxed in a 5% NaOH solution for 2 days to remove residual proteins and the other 
residues were eliminated by acetone and ethanol extraction. The purified chitin was 
dispersed in DI water under an acidic condition by magnetic stirring, and then this 
mixture was passed through a high-pressure homogenizer (Bee International Inc., MA 
USA) to generate CNFs (aqueous medium pH is ~ 4.1).  
2.3.3 Materials Characterization 
The degree of acetylation (DA) of the purified chitin was characterized using 13C 
cross-polarization under magic-angle spinning (CP-MAS) NMR, which was performed 
on a Bruker 400 spectrometer with a spinning rate of 5 kHz, contact times of 1 ms and 
pulse intervals of 5 s [19]. The DA of chitin was determined using the ratio of the integral 
of methyl carbon atom of the N-acetyl group to the summation integrals of the six carbon 
atoms of the D-glucopyranosyl ring (C1-C6 atoms: δ 50 to 105 ppm) (Equation 2.1) [20].  
	 	
	
/	 / 	 	 	 	 	  
								 100	 	 	/	 1/6	 ∑ 	 	 	 	                       Equation 2.1 
The light transmittances (wavelengths: 400 to 800 nm) of chitin dispersion or 
CNF solid film were measurement using a UV-vis spectrometer (JASCO V-630). A 
cuvette filled with DI water was used as a reference for chitin dispersion measurement. 
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The morphologies of chitin-based materials were obtained using Field-Emission 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (Zeiss Ultra 60). Before imaging, these samples were 
coated with a thin layer of gold/palladium (Hummer IV Sputtering System) to promote 
conductivity. The surface features of CNF film were characterized using atomic force 
microscopy (AFM, Veeco Dimension 3100). The flat film was firstly attached onto a 
smooth silicon wafer, and then the images were collected under a tapping mode. The 
cantilever has a etched super-sharp (<5nm) silicon tip with a nominal spring constant of 
37 N/m and a nominal frequency of 300 kHz (Applied NanoStructures, Inc., Santa Clara, 
CA). The surface charges of CNFs at different pH in water were measured by a Malvern 
Zetasizer Nano ZS 90. 
The attenuated total reflectance (ATR) spectra of chitin powders and CNF film 
were recorded using Bruker platinum ATR (Bruker Optics, Inc., Billerica, MA). 
Measurements were collected from 4000 to 400 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1, and 
were averaged over 64 scans. Wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns of chitin 
powder and CNF film were collected on a Rigaku Micro Max 002 (Cu Kα radiation, 
λ=0.154 nm) operating at 45 kV and 0.65 mA using a R-axis IVCC detection system. The 
diffraction patterns were analyzed using Areamax V. 3.00 and MDI Jade software. The 
exposure time lengths were 30 min for both samples.  
Dynamic rheology of CNF dispersion (0.5% chitin) was carried out by a MCR 
300 rheometer (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) using a plate and plate geometry at 23˚C. 
Before the dynamic viscoelastic measurements, the linear viscoelastic region was 
accessed by strain sweep experiment in the range of 0.01 to 10% at a frequency of 1 Hz. 
The frequency sweep was conducted from 0.1 to 10 rad/s with a controlled stain of 0.005, 
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which was within the linear viscoelastic region. Shear viscosity was measured by 
increasing the shear rate from 0.1 to 1001/s at 23˚C.  
Thermal stability of chitin powder and CNF film were accessed using 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (TA Q50, TA Instruments, USA). Approximately 5-
10 mg of sample was loaded into ceramic pan. The sample was heated from room 
temperature to 120 ˚C at a rate of 10 ˚C/min under a flowing nitrogen atmosphere (N2 
purity > 99.999%), gas flow rate: 50 ml/min), and then held at 120 ˚C for 30 min. The 
amount of absorbed water of chitin was estimated from the first two steps. The sample 




Figure 2.1 Schematic of a constant volume permeation system [22]. 
 
Figure 2.2 Schematic of a permeation cell for gas permeability measurement of CNF 
film [22]. 
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Gas permeability of CNF film was conducted using a constant volume permeation 
system (Figure 2.1) at room temperature and 0% relative humidity. Detailed experiment 
setup has been discussed in reference 19. Briefly, CNF film was firstly sandwiched 
between two concentric pieces of impermeable aluminum tape and then was assembled 
into a permeation cell (Figure 2.2). The cell was subsequently loaded in the permeation 
system. The entire permeation system was degassed for over 24 hours. After a leak test, 
the upstream was pressurized with feed gas (O2, N2, H2, CO2 or CH4), while the 
downstream was kept at vacuum. The pressure change in a constant downstream volume 
was recorded over time using LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The 
permeability of CNF film was calculated based on equation 2.2 [22]. 
	
. 	 	 /
           Equation 2.2 
Where, V is the downstream volume, L is the thickness of measured film, dp/dt is 
the steady state rate of pressure rise, T is the absolute temperature, A is the measured film 
area, and Δp is the pressure difference between the upstream and downstream [22].  
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2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Chitin Purification and Fibrillation from Crab Shells 
 
Figure 2.3 13C CP-MAS solid state NMR of purified chitin from crab shells 
Crab shells mainly consist of proteins, minerals and chitin [8, 9, 12]. To achieve 
the purified chitin, a series of chemical treatments were performed on crab shells, such as 
acid treatment to remove minerals and base process to deplete proteins. The degree of 
acetylation (DA) is an important parameter of chitin and has been used to differentiate 
chitin from chitosan. While all natural chitin contains some substitution with chitosan 
along the chain, the polymer is called chitin when DA is greater than 50% [8, 9]. Various 
methods have been used to quantitatively measure the DA of chitin, including FTIR, 
NMR (solid and liquid state), titration, elemental analysis [20]. Here, a non-destructive 
method- 13C CP-MAS solid state NMR was used to determine the DA of the purified 
chitin from crab shells. The positions of C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 and N-CH3 (C7) in 
13C 
NMR spectra are 104.36, 55.54, 73.81, 83.51, 75.91, 61.20, and 23.17 ppm, as illustrated 
in Figure 2.3. According to equation 2.1, the DA of purified chitin is 92.4%. 
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Figure 2.4 (A) Appearance of cationized chitin dispersion (purified chitin was 
dispersed under acid conditions for -NH2 group cationization); (B) and (C) are the 
digital photos of the homogenized chitin in water with pH ~ 4.1, which was 
produced by a high pressure homogenization process of the cationized chitin/water; 
(D) Light transmittance spectra of the cationized chitin/water and homogenized 
chitin/water in the range of 400 to 800 nm wavelengths. 
The obtained purified chitin was dispersed in acidic water resulting in 
cationization due to the protonation of –NH2. The cationized chitin (chitin content: 0.5%) 
dispersion is hazy and has a transmittance of 7% at 800 nm (Figure 2.4 A and D). In 
contrast, the homogenized chitin dispersion with a pH of ~ 4.1(chitin content: 0.5%) 
exhibits high transparency and has a transmittance of 81% at 800 nm, as illustrated in 
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Figure 2.4 B and D. Meanwhile, it can flow easily under gravity (Figure 2.4 C). The zeta 
potentials of diluted homogenized chitin in water at pH 4-7 were measured. The 
homogenized chitin has a zeta potential of more than +50 mv in water at pH 4 and these 
values decreased when increasing the medium pH. The decrease of zeta potential upon 
pH increase is attributed to a decreasing protonation of –NH2 group as the pKa is 
approached between 6 and 7 [8, 9]. 
 
Figure 2.5 (A), (C) and (E) are the SEM images of the purified chitin, cationized 
chitin and homogenized chitin, respectively; (B), (D) and (F) are enlarged SEM 
images of above three chitin-based materials, respectively. 
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Crab shell has intricate hierarchical structures that are mainly produced by the 
assembly of chitin and proteins, and CNFs are its key elements [12]. The purified chitin 
was obtained as micron-sized particles, and it consisted of fibers with diameters ranging 
from a few tens of nanometers to hundreds of nanometers (Figure 2.5 A and B). After 
acid treatment, cationized chitin was still present as micron-sized particles, but the 
fraction of nanofibers with diameters of less than 50 nm increased (Figure 2.5 C and D), 
which resulted from the fibrillation of fibers with larger diameters. The disintegration of 
large fibers occurred as a result of mechanical shearing during magnetic stirring and 
electrostatic repulsion between fibers due to –NH2 protonation on the chitin surface. As 
shown in Figure 2.5 E and F, well-dispersed CNFs were produced after high pressure 
homogenization of the cationized chitin dispersion. These nanofibers have an average 
diameter (davg) of 20 nm, mainly ranging from 5 to 50 nm and lengths that vary between 
hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers. Chitin has very strong intra- and inter-
hydrogen bonding [8, 9]. This not only leads to its insolubility in common solvents, but 
also hinders the defibrillation of large chitin fibers. Previously, Fan et al. successfully 
prepared individualized CNFs from squid pen using an high-power ultrasonication 
technique, but they were not able to produce CNFs from crab α-chitin by this method 
even though α-chitin was treated under acid condition (pH ~4) for chitin cationization. 
They argued that non-fibrillation of α-chitin may result from its higher crystallinity index, 
anti-parallel configuration and greater intermolecular forces in comparison to β-chitin 
[15]. The formation of CNFs with great dispersion by the high pressure homogenization 
of crab α-chitin indicates that the strong molecular interactions between chitin can be 
effectively broken with the combination of the high mechanical shearing induced by the 
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homogenizer and electrostatic repulsion between chitin nanofibers. As shown before, 
cationized chitin shows poor transparency while homogenized chitin is very transparent. 
We argue that the different appearances are related to the size of particles in dispersion, 
since it is expected that the large chitin particles in the cationized dispersion would lead 
to strong light scattering. It is noteworthy to mention that CNF dispersion in Figure 2.4 B 
and C flows easily under gravity, and shows high transparency and excellent stability 
without apparent agglomeration over one year. This stability indicates that although the 
percentage of amino groups in chitin was very low (DA: 92.4%), these positively charged 
-NH3





Figure 2.6 (A) Appearance of optically transparent CNF film; (B) AFM image of 
CNF film obtained from the tapping mode in air at room temperature; (C) Light 
transmittance spectra of CNF film in the range of 400 to 800 nm wavelengths. 
When allowed to dry at room temperature, the CNF dispersion formed an 
optically transparent film that is composed of relatively densely packed nanofibers 
(Figure 2.6 A and B).The mean (Ra) and root-mean-square (rms) surface roughness of 
the CNF film were 3.0 ± 0.7 nm and 2.3 ± 0.5 nm, respectively, obtained from 
topography scans of ten random 200 nm × 200 nm areas on the film. The film has a 
transmittance of 89% at 800 nm (Figure 2.6 C) and the high transparency is attributed to 
low light scattering and adsorption of nanosized CNFs. 
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Figure 2.7 ATR spectra of purified chitin powder and CNF film. 
 
Table 2.1 Adsorption bands of the purified chitin and CNF film, and their 
corresponding assignments [23]. 







3478 3478 O(6)-H∙∙∙O(3) stretch (intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding) 
3434 3434 O(3)-H∙∙∙O(5) stretch (intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding) 
3260 3260 N-H stretch (asymmetric) and O(6)-
H∙∙∙O(6) stretch (intermolecular hydrogen 
bonding) 
3098 3098 N-H stretch (symmetric) 
2960 2960 CH3 stretch (asymmetric) 
2932 2932 CH2 stretch (symmetric) 
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2873, 2888 2873, 2888 C-H stretch 
1654,1620 1654, 1620 C=O stretch (Amide I, N-H∙∙∙O(7’)=C and 
O(6)-H∙∙∙O(7’)=C bifurcate intermolecular 
hydrogen bonding) 
1554 1554 C(2)-N stretch and N-H deformation in the 
CONH plane (Amide II) 
1417 1417 C-H deformation (asymmetric) 
1375 1375 C-H bending and CH3 deformation 
(symmetric) 
1307 1307 C(2)-N stretch and N-H deformation 
(Amide III), CH2 wagging 
1259 1259 N-H deformation (Amide IV) 
1203 1203 O-H in-plane bending and C-O stretch 
(symmetric) 
1156 1156 C(1)-O-C(4) stretch (bridge oxygen of 
glycosidic linkage, asymmetric) 
1113 1113 C(1)-O-C(5) stretch (in-plane glucose ring, 
asymmetric) 
1065 1065 C(3)-OH stretch 
1013 1013 C(6)-OH stretch 
951 951 CH3 wagging 
895 
 
895 C(1)-H out-of-plane bending (Glucose ring, 
β bond) 
748 748 CH2 rocking 
700 700 N-H out of plane bending (Amide V) 
Figure 2.7 shows the normalized ATR spectra of the purified chitin powders and 
CNF film dried from CNF dispersion at room temperature. The characteristic peaks of 
chitin such as amide band I at 1654 and 1620 cm-1, amide band II at 1554 cm-1, OH 
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stretching band at 3478 cm-1 and  NH stretching at 3260 and 3098 cm-1 are observed from 
both of these spectra. In addition, these two spectra are quite similar and do not show any 
differences in the number of peaks and peak positions (Table 2.1). This indicates that 
original chemical structures of chitin were well maintained after the high pressure 
homogenization. 
2.4.2 Crystal Structure of Chitin Powders and CNF Film 
 
 
Figure 2.8 (A) 2-D XRD pattern of purified chitin powder; (B) Integrated 1-D XRD 
curves of purified chitin powder and CNF film. 
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XRD analysis of the purified chitin and CNFs was carried out to investigate the 
effect of the high pressure homogenization on the crystalline structure. As shown in 
Figure 2.8, both chitin-based materials have diffraction peaks at 9.3˚ 12.7˚, 19.3˚, 20.7˚, 
and 26.2˚, corresponding to the planes of (020), (101), (110), (120) and (013) [8, 9, 21]. 
2.4.3 Dynamic Rheology of CNF Dispersion 
 
Figure 2.9 Shear viscosity as a function of shear rate for CNF dispersion with pH of 
~ 4.1. 
 
Figure 2.10 The storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G’’) as a function of 
frequency for CNF dispersion with pH of ~ 4.1. 
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The shear viscosities of CNF dispersions were studied as a function of shear rate. 
As shown in Figure 2.9, the dispersion in water of pH ~ 4.1 shows shear thinning 
behavior, that is, a decrease of viscosity with increasing shear rate. In addition to CNF 
dispersion, the shear thinning of chitin nanocrystals, cellulose nanocrystals and cellulose 
nanofibers have also been reported previously [24-29]. The viscosity of the CNF 
dispersion at a shear rate of 1 1/s is ~0.04 Pa∙s, while cellulose nanofiber gel (0.5%) has a 
viscosity of ~1 Pa∙s at the same shear rate, which is ~25 times greater than that of the 
CNF dispersion. When G’>> G’’, the solution shows a strong gel-like behavior. 
However, G’ and G’’ of the CNF dispersion are quite close, such as 0.044 Pa for storage 
modulus and 0.054 Pa for loss modulus at 1 rad/s (Figure 2.10). In contrast, cellulose 
nanofiber dispersion has a storage modulus of ~10 Pa and a loss modulus of ~ 1 Pa at the 
same frequency [29]. Thus, the CNFs did not form strong network structures in water on 
the basis of its dynamic rheology data.  
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2.4.4 Thermal Properties of Chitin Powders and CNF Film 
 
Figure 2.11 TGA curves of purified chitin powder and CNF film. 
 











Chitin powder 277.4 386.6 20% 
CNF film 204.1 214.4 40% 
TG analysis of chitin powder and CNF film was conducted in a nitrogen 
atmosphere up to 1000 ˚C. According to the first two steps of their heating protocol, the 
amount of adsorbed water of these chitin materials was calculated to be ~3% and ~7%, 
respectively. Figure 2.11 shows the TGA curves normalized by removing the adsorbed 
water so that the residual mass was kept at 100% before 120 ˚C. Chitin powders began to 
degrade at 277.4 ˚C, and their maximum degradation temperature (Tmax) is at 386.6
 ˚C, as 
shown in Figure 2.11, 2.12 and Table 2.2. In contrast, the onset temperature of CNFs is 
204.1 ˚C, and their Tmax was observed at 214.4 ˚C. Chitin powders show higher onset 
degradation temperature than CNFs. These two kinds of chitin materials did not show any 
chemical structure differences according to ATR data in Figure 2.7, but they did have 
different morphologies (Figure 2.5 A, B and 2.6 B). Surprisingly, the CNFs still have a 
residue amount of 40% even when they were heated up to 1000 ˚C, which is twice 
residues of chitin powders at 1000 ˚C (Table 2.2). The thermal degradation of chitin is 
very complicated, which includes breaking, splitting of fragments of the main chain or 
side groups and release of volatile products [30, 31]. It is still unknown what caused the 
significantly different degradation properties between chitin powder and CNF film.  
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Figure 2.13 SEM images of pyrolyzed chitin powder and CNF film. These chitin 
materials were heated up to 600 ˚C under nitrogen atmosphere. The heating 
protocol is as follows: 1. heated from room temperature to 120 ˚C at a ramp rate of 
10 ˚C/min; 2. held at 120 ˚C for 30 min; 3. heated from 120 ˚C to 600 ˚C at a ramp 
rate of 10 ˚C /min; 4. Cooled down to room temperature. 
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Figure 2.14 XRD patterns of 600 ˚C pyrolyzed chitin powder and CNF film. 
Figure 2.13 illustrates the morphologies of pyrolyzed chitin materials. The 
pyrolyzed chitin powders still consist of fibers with diameters ranging from a few tens of 
nanometers to hundreds of nanometers, which is quite similar to the morphologies of 
non-pyrolyzed chitin powders. However, fibrous structures could not be observed from 
pyrolyzed CNF film, as opposed to nanofiber structure in pristine CNF in Figure 2.6 B.  
As shown in Figure 2.14, XRD patterns of pyrolyzed chitin materials have broad peaks, 
indicating that crystal structures of chitin were destroyed when they were heated up to 
600 ˚C. 






Table 2.3 Gas permeability of CNF film. 
Gas Kinetic diameter (Å) [32] Permeability (barrer) 
H2 2.89 0.024 
CO2 3.30 0.018 
O2 3.46 0.006 
N2 3.64 0.0034 
CH4 3.80 0.0027 
Note: 1 Barrer = 10-11 (cm3 O2) cm cm
-2 s-1 mmHg-1 
All the gas permeability of CNF film ranged from 0.002 to 0.03 barrer, as shown 
in Table 2.3. Owing to its smallest kinetic diameter, H2 had the highest gas permeability 
value in comparison to other gases (CO2, O2, N2 and CH4) [32]. Polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET), polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) are widely used 
commercial packaging materials, and they have oxygen permeabilities of 0.015-0.076, 
0.75-3.04, and 0.75-1.52 barrer, respectively [33, 34]. Compared with these synthetic 
polymer films, the oxygen permeability of CNF film is much lower, only 0.006 barrer. 
This is attributed to high crystalline structure, abundant hydrogen bonding and stiff chain 
structure of the CNFs, which likely resulted in the low free volume and subsequently low 
oxygen permeability [35, 36]. 
2.5 Conclusions  
In summary, CNFs were successfully extracted from crab α-chitin by a high 
pressure homogenization process. The resulting CNF has an average diameter of 20 nm 
and has a high zeta potential at pH ~ 4.1, which arises from protonated –NH3+ groups 
that stabilizes the dispersion via electrostatic repulsion. In contrast to the formation of 
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strong CNF gels from mechanical grinding and high-power ultrasonication processes 
(aqueous solution pH is ~4) [15-17], the homogenized CNFs are well dispersed in water 
without forming strong network structures, and the obtained CNF dispersion has very low 
viscosity and storage modulus. In comparison to the pristine chitin powder, the CNFs 
have a lower onset degradation temperature but have a higher residue amount when 
heated up to1000 ˚C. The dried CNF film exhibits high optical transparency and shows 
great gas barrier properties. The sustainably-sourced nanofibrous materials are potentially 
useful for a wide range of applications, including packaging, polymer composites, 
catalysis, electronics (energy storage, transistors etc.), sensors, and biomedical 
engineering [4-7, 35-40]. 
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3. ASSEMBLY OF CHITIN NANOFIBERS INTO POROUS 
NANOFIBROUS STRUCTURES 
3.1 Overview 
The intricately hierarchical architectures in natural creatures are usually derived 
from assembly of molecular building blocks into nanoscale structures that then organize 
into micro- and macroscopic sizes. An example is the complex structure in arthropods 
(crustaceans, insects) constructed primarily by chitin. Because of chitin’s inherent 
insolubility in common solvents, processes for mimicking the fascinating natural chitin-
based nanostructures are still at an early stage of development. Here, we present a facile 
freeze drying approach to assemble chitin nanofibers (~20 nm diameter) into a variety of 
structures whose size and morphology are tunable by adjusting freezing temperature and 
heat transfer characteristics. We show that reducing freezing rate allows controllable 
formation of structures ranging from oriented sheets to three-dimensional aperiodic 
nanofiber networks that mimic the size and interconnectivity of the white Cyphochilus 
beetle cuticle. The formation of nanofibrous structures is not predicted by the widely-
used particle encapsulation model of freeze-drying. We reason that this structure occurs 
due to a combination of attractive interactions of the nanofibers and a slow freezing rate 
that encapsulates and preserves the network structure. The method outlined here is likely 
applicable to creating fine nanofibrous structures with other polymers and materials 
classes with size ranges useful in diverse applications such as tissue engineering, 
filtration and energy storage. 
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3.2 Introduction 
Natural creatures exhibit numerous intriguing properties derived from unique 
structures, such as the high adhesion of gecko feet, self-cleaning of lotus leaves, vivid 
colors of butterflies, and excellent toughness of nacre [1-4]. Inspired by these feats of 
nature, tremendous effort over several decades has been devoted to biomimicry. 
Significant progress has been achieved in fundamental understanding of natural structures 
and developing advanced synthetic materials based upon them, including novel high-
performance adhesives, superhydrophobic coatings, displays, textiles, structural materials 
and biomaterials [5-10]. Biological inspiration is considered as an important route to 
revolutionize current methods in material design and synthesis [10]. Many of these 
mimicked structures offer pathways to produce materials from sustainable resources 
derived from plants and animals. 
 
Figure 3.1 (A) Cyphochilus “White beetle”; (B) SEM image of white scales covering 
of Cyphochilus head, legs and body; (C) SEM image of interiors of white beetle 
covering [15]. 
Chitin is a renewable and biodegradable polymer that assembles into crystalline 
nanofibers that are utilized by animals (arthropods) and fungi through organization into 
many sophisticated hierarchical structures. Being the second-most abundant naturally 
produced biopolymer (second to cellulose), 1010 to 1011 tons of chitin is produced each 
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year in nature. However, chitin biomimicry remains a significant and unsolved challenge 
[11-13]. Chitin-based structures include the high-stiffness twisted plywood structure of 
lobster shells [14]. Another example is the Cyphochilus ‘white’ beetle, which has unique 
whiteness arising from the chitin-rich three-dimensional aperiodic network structure 
within its cuticle that is composed of fibrils around 250 nm in diameter and containing 
about 30% air void volume (Figure 3.1). This arrangement appears to optimize scattering 
efficiency by maximizing the scattering center number density while avoiding adverse 
optical crowding effects [15]. This kind of porous nanofibrous structure is significant to a 
wide range of practical applications, including white paints and coatings, tissue 
engineering, catalysis, sensors, filtration, absorbents, actuators, structural materials and 
energy storage (supercapacitors and batteries) [16-25]. Constructed primarily of chitin 
and some protein, the white beetle cuticle is a model for mimicry to produce such porous 
nanofibrous materials from a renewable resource. 
However, owing to its insolubility in common solvents and strong molecular 
interactions, chitin is challenging to process into controlled nanostructures [11-13]. 
Previously, man-made processes have not been reported to use chitin directly to 
reproduce the intricate cuticle structure. While self-assembly and electrospinning are 
potential candidates, they have not been demonstrated on chitin nanofibers directly, but 
rather they often require structure-directing additives (self-assembly) or depolymerization 
and use toxic or volatile organic solvents (electrospinning). These alterations detract from 
the sustainable nature of chitin [26-28]. Often, chitin is deacetylated to form chitosan, 
which is soluble in dilute acidic solutions. The processing of chitosan into nanostructured 
materials has been the subject of numerous investigations [11, 12, 29, 30]. In contrast, we 
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seek a method to assemble extracted chitin directly into nanofibrous structures with 
controlled size and interconnectivity, without any other additives or pretreatments that 
alter the polymer structure.  
 
Figure 3.2 (A) Particles, molecules or mixture of them dispersed or dissolved in 
water (left); Ice crystals grew towards freezing direction and pushed the particles or 
molecules into the interstitials between them (right) [31]; (B) Crystal structure of ice 
and the anisotropy of crystal growth kinetics [35]. 
 








Figure 3.3 The morphologies of freeze-dried materials (A) Honeycomb; (B) Aligned 
sheet; (C) Double network; (D) and (E): Brick and mortar; (F) Fibrous structures 
[31-36]. 
Freeze drying has attracted intense interest as a general route to fabricate porous 
materials for a wide range of applications. Starting with a solution, emulsion, or 
dispersion, freezing causes solute or solids to be excluded by an advancing ice front into 
the interstitial spaces between ice crystals (Figure 3.2). Subsequent sublimation leads to 
porous structures. By controlling concentration and freezing direction, complex 
hierarchical morphologies are produced, including well-aligned channels, honeycombs, 
and brick-mortar-bridges [9, 31-36] (Figure 3.3). Most studies focus on directional 
freezing under liquid nitrogen, but non-directional, aperiodic nanofibrous structures 
similar to that of the white beetle have not been achieved by freeze drying. 
In this chapter, we demonstrate that adjusting variables expected to control 
freezing rate (freezing temperature or heat transfer characteristics), allows tuning the 
dimensions and connectivity of the chitin structures formed from an aqueous chitin 
nanofiber (CNF) dispersion. Depending on freezing conditions, this method allows a 
broad variety of structures to be formed from chitin, from nanofibrous networks that 
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mimic the white beetle to micrometer-scale oriented and random sheets. The general 
principle of reducing ice growth rate to achieve finer control of porous network 
structures, applied here to chitin, is likely applicable to other polymer and materials 
classes to produce structures of relevance to many practical applications, as noted above 
[16-25]. 
3.3 Experimental Methods 
3.3.1 Materials 
Dried crab shell flakes were purchased from TCI America. Deionized water (18.2 
MΩ cm) was prepared in a Barnstead Easypure RoDi purification system. Hydrochloric 
acid, sodium hydroxide, acetone and ethanol were purchased from EMD Chemical Inc.  
3.3.2 Chitin Purification and Fibrillation 
Dried crab shell flakes were processed to obtain purified chitin [13, 37]. Ground 
crab shells were refluxed in 5 wt % sodium hydroxide in DI water for 6 h to remove 
protein. The suspension was filtered and rinsed with DI water until the pH was 7. Next, 
the filtered solids were treated with 7% hydrochloric acid for 6 h at room temperature to 
remove minerals. After filtration and washing with DI water, the treated sample was 
refluxed in a 5% NaOH solution for 2 days to remove residual proteins and the other 
residues were eliminated by acetone and ethanol extraction. The purified chitin was 
dispersed in distilled water under an acidic condition and then this mixture was passed 
through a high-pressure homogenizer (Bee International Inc., MA USA) to generate 
CNFs (aqueous medium pH is around 4.1).  
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3.3.3 Formation of Porous Chitin Materials 
The 0.5 wt % aqueous dispersions of CNFs (average diameter of 20 nm) were 
frozen at different conditions: -20 ˚C (freezer), -80 ˚C (freezer), -196 ˚C (liquid nitrogen) 
in aluminum dishes (length x width x height = 70х70х15 mm3) and at -20 ˚C (freezer) 
using a stainless steel mold with overall dimensions 50x50x15 mm3 with a 20х20х0.8 
mm3 indentation for holding the sample. After complete freezing, ice was sublimated 
under vacuum at -50 ˚C to produce porous chitin materials. 
3.3.4 Materials Characterization 
The surface charge of CNF at pH ~ 4.1 in water was measured by a Malvern 
Zetasizer Nano ZS 90. Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (Zeiss Ultra 60) 
was performed at 5 kV to characterize the morphologies of chitin-based materials. Before 
imaging, these samples were coated with a thin layer of gold/palladium (Hummer IV 
Sputtering System) to promote conductivity.  
The porosities of freeze-dried chitin were determined using the following 
Equation 3.1 The density of porous chitin was calculated by dividing the mass by volume 
of samples cut into rectangular cubes with known dimensions (length x width =10х10 







                         Equation 3.1 
3.4 Results and Discussion 




Figure 3.4 (A) SEM image of CNF fabricated via fibrillation of purified chitin by 
high pressure homogenization; (B) SEM image and (C) Photo of CNF film produced 
by drying CNF/water dispersion at room temperature. 
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CNFs were fabricated via fibrillation of purified chitin by high pressure 
homogenization, as described in the experimental section. After homogenization, the 
CNF dispersion exhibits high optical transparency and CNF has a zeta potential of +57.5 
mv at pH ~ 4.1, which originates from protonated –NH3
+ groups and stabilizes the 
dispersion via electrostatic repulsion. Figure 3.4A illustrates that single CNFs are present 
in water with an average diameter (davg) of 20 nm distributed over a range of 5 to 50 nm 
and lengths that vary between ~100 nm to several micrometers. When allowed to dry at 
room temperature, the CNF dispersion forms an optically transparent film that is 
composed of relatively densely packed nanofibers (Figure 3.4B and C). Dense structures 
like these are typically formed when fibrous materials are dried from water under 
ambient conditions, due to compaction and adhesion of fibers that occurs as solids 
concentration increases, and additionally due to pore shrinkage in late stages of drying 
due to the high surface tension of water. 
3.4.2 The Morphologies of Freeze-dried Chitin Using Aluminum Substrate 
 
Table 3.1 Porosity of freeze-dried chitin. 
Temperature 
(˚C) 
Mold Porosity (%) 
-20  Aluminum 98.5 
-80 Aluminum 99.5 
-196  Aluminum 99.5 





Figure 3.5 (A) Photo; (B) Top; (C) Bottom; (D) Cross section; (E) Enlarged top 




Figure 3.6 SEM images of freeze-dried chitin: (A) Top and B) Cross section of 
sample produced at -80 ˚C freezing; (C) Top and (D) Cross section of sample 
produced under liquid nitrogen freezing. 
All freeze-dried structures were produced at -20 ˚C, -80 ˚C and -196 ˚C (liquid 
N2), using a CNF aqueous suspension. The freeze-dried chitin prepared at -20 ˚C freezing 
temperature is white and opaque (Figure 3.5A), and consists of a three-dimensional 
aperiodic fibrous network structure with davg = 220 nm, ranging from 150 nm to 350 nm 
based on top, bottom and cross-sectional SEM images (Figure 3.5B-E). These results 
show that single CNFs assemble into larger, randomly oriented interconnected fibril 
bundles during freezing, very similar to the white beetle scale structure (fibrous network 
structure with fiber diameter of around 250 nm) [15]. While the fiber size and 
interconnectivity of freeze-dried chitin are similar to the white beetle structure, the 
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synthetic structures are much more porous (>90% in Table 3.1) than the beetle structure 
(~30%). CNF suspensions were also frozen at -80 ˚C and -196 ˚C (liquid nitrogen), but 
these conditions do not produce fibrous structures. At -80 ˚C, the frozen chitin has a 
random porous architecture (Figure 3.6A and B) consisting of sheet-like structures, while 
parallel-walled structures result from liquid nitrogen freezing (Figure 3.6D). Oriented and 
sheet-like porous structures, similar to those derived here at -80 ˚C and -196 ˚C, have 
been reported before by utilizing different starting materials and their structure formation 
mechanism has already been established [31-33, 39]. Reports of freeze drying chitosan 
(not chitin) at high temperature (-20 ˚C) have demonstrated macroporous sheet-like 
structures [29, 30], but not fine nanofibrous structures created herein with chitin. As 
discussed below, we propose that the solubility of chitosan likely leads to precipitation 
into large domains during freezing, whereas starting with insoluble CNFs leads to a 
preservation of the nanoscale features. 
 
Figure 3.7 Schematic of particle-advancing ice front interactions. A liquid film with 
a thickness of d separates a particle with a radius of r from the advancing ice fronts 
[44]. 
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Ice crystallization is well-characterized and consists of two successive processes: 
crystal nucleation and growth. The rate of ice nucleation is determined by the degree of 
supercooling whereas the ice growth rate is largely controlled by the rate of heat transfer 
from the crystal surface to the bulk water [40-42]. A suspended particle close to an 
advancing ice front is acted on by two opposing forces: a repulsive force derived from 
van der Waals forces (FR) and an attractive force owing to viscous drag (Fƞ). A balance of 
these two forces yields a critical ice growth velocity (Vcr) at which particle encapsulation 
by the ice occurs (Figure 3.7). Below this velocity, particles repelled by ice should be 
pushed together into the interstitial spaces between ice crystals, e.g., formed structures 
are larger than the original particles. Above this critical velocity the structures are 
encapsulated as ice grows around the particles [34, 43, 44]. The formation of large porous 
structures at -80 ˚C and -196 ˚C (Figure 3.6), starting with 20 nm CNFs, indicates that ice 
front velocity was below the critical encapsulation velocity. At -196 ˚C, the CNF 
suspension is subject to a significant temperature gradient in the thickness direction, 
leading to fast ice crystallization in this direction to the orthogonal, leading to oriented 
porous structures (Figure 3.6C and D). Under -80 ˚C freezing, there was no preferred 
growth direction, likely due to the reduced temperature gradient, and CNFs were expelled 
by ice fronts to form large, disoriented sheet-like structures.  
3.4.3 Porous Structure Formation Mechanism of Freeze-dried Materials 
Ice growth rate should be slower at -20˚C than at -80 ˚C or -196 ˚C based on the 
reduced driving force for heat removal [41, 45]. Thus the ice growth velocity at -20 ˚C 
will be even further below the critical velocity for encapsulation of CNFs than at -80 ˚C. 
Hence, we expect that ice crystal size at -20 ˚C should be larger than that at -80 ˚C 
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because slower freezing rate generally results in larger ice crystals [35, 42, 46, 47]. 
However, the pore size of freeze-dried chitin observed from Figure 3.5B-E and Figure 
3.6A and B is smaller at -20 ˚C than at -80 ˚C, which indicates that they are not 
controlled by ice crystal size. This implies that CNFs are encapsulated and are not pushed 
to interstitial boundaries. Hence, the observation of smaller pore size at -20 ˚C contradicts 
the prediction of the particle encapsulation model. We suggest that this discrepancy is 
due to the fact that CNFs do not behave as independent particles, but experience 
significant interactions. For example, chitin nanocrystals exhibit strong van der Waals 
attraction and electrostatic interactions and are known to form nematic gels with 
increasing concentration in water [48].  
 
Figure 3.8 Schematic representation of assembly of CNFs under -20 ˚C freezing 
using aluminum dish: (A) CNF/water dispersion; (B) CNF/water dispersion with 
advent of ice nuclei; (C) CNF bundles encapsulated in ice. 
The proposed mechanism for formation of fibrous network structures under -20 
˚C freezing is illustrated in Figure 3.8. First, CNFs are well dispersed in water at pH 4 
due to strong electrostatic repulsion. When the CNF suspension is supercooled 
sufficiently, ice starts to nucleate and grow. Initially, isolated CNFs are pushed together 
by the advancing ice fronts, leading to fiber-fiber interactions such as van der Waals 
attraction, electrostatic repulsion, and hydrogen bonding. At this stage we propose that 
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individual CNFs assemble into interconnected nanofiber bundles between 150-350 nm in 
diameter. As ice continues to grow slowly, these bundles do not become oriented, but 
rather form a three-dimensional aperiodic network structure with fiber diameters 
averaging about 220 nm. This network structure can apparently resist being broken by the 
advancing ice fronts, and the growing ice crystals pass around and encapsulate this 
network instead. Since the ice growth rate is expected to be relatively slower at -20 ˚C 
than at -80 ˚C, we argue that single CNFs have more time to reorient and align into 
packed bundles at -20 ˚C, whereas the advancing ice front more quickly expels CNFs and 
then ruptures the developed network structure under -80 ˚C and -196 ˚C freezing to form 
sheet-like structures (faster aggregation). A previous report showed that chitosan 
dissolved in acetic acid formed large macroporous sheet structures under -20 ˚C freezing 
[30]. Because chitosan was dissolved, fibers were not initially present to form a network 
in the early stages of freezing. Rather, the chitosan formed phase-separated micron-sized 
structures as solution concentration increased in the interstitial spaces. Hence, formation 
of the fine network structure likely depends on the initial presence of fine insoluble chitin 
fibers. 
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3.4.4 The Morphologies of Freeze-dried Chitin Using Steel Substrate 
 
Figure 3.9 SEM images of chitin freeze-dried using indented stainless-steel mold: 
(A) Bottom; (B) Cross section in touch with stainless steel wall of freeze-dried chitin 
under -20 ˚C freezing (stainless-steel mold). 
Above, we have shown that tuning freezing temperature results in adjustable pore 
structure and have argued that this is the result of adjustments in the ice crystallization 
rate. Hence, tailoring the geometry and material of the freezing substrate to achieve finer 
control of cooling rate may allow further opportunities to tune the freeze-dried structure. 
To investigate this, the CNF/water suspension was frozen at -20 ˚C using an indented 
stainless-steel mold that is considerably thicker than the aluminum dishes used above. In 
Figure 3.9A and 3.9B, we observe that the resulting freeze-dried chitin is comprised of a 
fibrous network structure and filament diameter near 40 nm, much smaller than the 
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dimensions of chitin frozen in the aluminum dish at -20 ˚C. The porosity of the structures 
produced at -20 °C in the stainless-steel mold was 99.6%, compared to 98.5 % for the 
aluminum dish, which is consistent with the finer structures observed in the stainless-
steel system. Supercritical drying and organic solvent-based freeze drying have been 
shown to produce such finely porous materials previously [23, 49], but it is very rare that 
this fine structure can be achieved directly by water-based freeze drying, because ice 
fronts usually advance so quickly that solute or dispersed solids are expelled to form 
large aggregates. Compared with -20 ˚C freezing in the aluminum pans, we expect a 
slowing in ice growth rate in the steel mold due to lower heat transfer rate. The 
conductive resistance of the steel substrate wall is about 1000 times larger than that of the 
aluminum substrate (Ralum= Δx/kalum=0.2 mm/229 W·(m·K)
-1=8.7x10-7 (m2·K)/W versus 
Rsteel= Δx/ksteel=14.2 mm/16 W·(m·K)
-1=8.9 x10-4 (m2·K)/W, where Δx=thickness and 
k=thermal conductivity) [50]. The further decrease in the fiber size and pore size is 
consistent with the model proposed above, since the slower moving ice front (steel 
substrate) exerts less shearing force on the CNF network structure (compared to 
aluminum substrate), allowing preservation of finer structures that form early in the CNF 
aggregation process. 
3.5 Conclusions 
In summary, we have produced the first porous nanofibrous materials derived 
solely from chitin nanofibers by using a facile freeze drying method. These structures 
mimic the size and interconnectivity of the white Cyphochilus beetle cuticle, but with 
improved porosity well-beyond that of the natural structure (30% to >95%). The 
formation of such fine nanofibrous structures is not predicted by the widely-used particle 
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encapsulation model, and has not been demonstrated previously using freeze-drying. We 
reason that the nanofibrous network structure is made possible because chitin nanofibers 
are insoluble and they experience significant attractive interactions, and combined with a 
slow freezing rate, the network structure remains intact during freezing. We have shown 
that versatile porous structures can be achieved by simply adjusting freezing temperature 
or system geometry. Previously, supercritical drying and organic solvent-based freeze 
drying have been used to generate delicately porous fibrous materials because water-
based freeze drying usually results in significant aggregations of original building blocks. 
In contrast, our findings show how to achieve such fine structures by more facile water-
based freeze drying. The innovative, sustainably-sourced chitin materials are of ideal size 
range to be useful in a wide variety of applications, including as components of thermal 
insulation, reflective energy-efficient exterior coatings, reinforcing phase for polymer 
composites and as a basic template for sensors, tissue scaffolds, catalyst supports, 
filtration, absorbents and energy storage materials [16-25, 51]. The freeze drying method 
outlined here should be applicable to tunable assembly of nanofibrous structures from 
other network-forming water-dispersible polymers and other materials. 
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4. CHITIN NANOFIBER REINFORCED POLYMER 
COMPOSITES 
4.1 Overview 
In this chapter, chitin nanofibers (CNFs) extracted from crab shells were used to 
reinforce polyethylene oxide (PEO). The dispersion of CNFs in polymer matrix, and the 
interactions between fiber and matrix were studied by utilizing two relatively new 
methods for polymer composite community: solvent-leaching of polymer matrix and 
AFM colloidal probe adhesion. The thermal and mechanical properties of the produced 
nanocomposites were characterized using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and a 
high-throughput mechanical characterization (HTMECH) apparatus. The results showed 
that the CNFs were dispersed well and formed network structures in PEO matrix, and 
they have strong adhesion with PEO, resulting from the hydrogen bonding and van der 
Waals forces between them. Furthermore, the CNFs greatly enhanced the mechanical 
properties of PEO. With excellent reinforcing performance and many remarkable 
inherent properties, CNFs are attractive resources for polymer composite application.  
4.2 Introduction 
The development of nanofiller-reinforced polymer composites has attracted 
intense attention from researchers over the past two decades, and various materials have 
been utilized to enhance the mechanical properties of polymer matrices, such as single-
walled/multi-walled carbon nanotubes, layered silicate and nanocellulose [1-15]. Chitin, 
the second most abundant naturally occurring polymer, forms a highly ordered crystalline 
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structure in living organisms [16-18]. Nanosized crystalline chitin (chitin nanocrystal or 
chitin nanowhisker) can be produced by strong acid hydrolysis, and shows excellent 
mechanical properties, such as longitudinal modulus 150 GPa and transverse modulus 15 
GPa [19]. Due to its renewability, high mechanical performance, nanosized dimension, 
high surface area, low density and other intrinsic properties, chitin nanowhisker has 
attracted many interests from polymer composite community and has been used to 
reinforce various polymer matrices, such as poly(styrene-co-butyl acrylate), natural 
rubber, poly(caprolactone), polyvinyl alcohol and waterborne polyurethane [19-26]. In 
chapter 2, we report that the CNFs with diameters of ~20 nm were extracted from crab 
shells by a high pressure homogenization process, and the produced CNFs are well 
dispersed in water without forming strong network structures. These features make CNFs 
ideal reinforcing materials for polymer matrices. The aspect ratio of fillers has great 
impact on their reinforcement, and fillers with large aspect ratio usually reinforce 
polymers better than the fillers with small aspect ratio [7, 10, 27]. Therefore, we expect 
that high-aspect-ratio CNFs should have stronger reinforcing effect in polymers 
compared to chitin nanowhiskers. PEO is a water-soluble and biocompatible 
semicrystalline polymer that has found applications in various fields, such as electrolyte 
and biomedical engineering [2, 28, 29]. In the present study, PEO is chosen as a model 
polymer to investigate the reinforcing effect of CNFs in polymer matrices. The 
morphological, interfacial, thermal and mechanical properties of the produced CNF/PEO 
nanocomposites were characterized using SEM, ATR, AFM, DSC, DMA and HTMECH.  
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4.3 Experimental Methods 
4.3.1 Materials 
Dried crab shell flakes were purchased from TCI America. Deionized water (18.2 
MΩ cm) was prepared in a Barnstead Easypure RoDi purification system. Hydrochloric 
acid, sodium hydroxide, acetone and ethanol were purchased from EMD Chemical Inc. 
Polyethylene oxide (PEO, viscosity average molecular weight (Mv): 1,000,000 g/mol, 
Sigma-Aldrich), polyethylene (PE, Mw= 40,000 g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich), polystyrene (PS, 
Mw = 230,000, Sigma-Aldrich), poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc, Mw = 50,000, Alfa Aesar), 
and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, Mw = 89,000-98,000, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as 
received without further purification. 1, 2, 3-trichlorobenzene (TCB, Sigma-Aldrich), 
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP, TCI America), and toluene (Sigma-Aldrich), glycerol 
(Alfa Aesar, purity> 99%) and diiodomethane (Alfa Aesar, purity>99%) were used as 
received. Polystyrene (PS) particle with diameters of ~10 µm was purchased from Alfa 
Aesar Inc. 
4.3.2 Chitin Purification and Fibrillation 
Dried crab shell flakes were processed to obtain purified chitin [30, 31]. Ground 
crab shells were refluxed in 5 wt % sodium hydroxide in DI water for 6 h to remove 
protein. The suspension was filtered and rinsed with DI water until the pH was 7. Next, 
the filtered solids were treated with 7% hydrochloric acid for 6 h at room temperature to 
remove minerals. After filtration and washing with DI water, the treated sample was 
refluxed in a 5% NaOH solution for 2 days to remove residual proteins and the other 
residues were eliminated by acetone and ethanol extraction. The purified chitin was 
dispersed in distilled water under an acidic condition and then this mixture was passed 
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through a high-pressure homogenizer (Bee International Inc., MA USA) to generate 
CNFs (aqueous medium pH is ~ 4.1).  
4.3.3 Preparation of CNF/PEO Nanocomposite Films 
The PEO was firstly dissolved 2% by mass in DI water at room temperature under 
a magnetic stirring. To prepare 5, 10, 15 and 20 wt.% CNF/PEO composite films, the 
proper amount of CNF/water dispersions were added to the PEO solution. These mixtures 
were magnetically stirred for two days, and were subsequently casted into a PS Petri dish, 
followed by drying under vacuum at 40 ˚C for two days. The free standing dried 
CNF/PEO nanocomposite films were obtained by carefully peeling films from PS 
substrate. A neat PEO film was prepared using the same processing conditions for 
comparison. Both neat PEO and composite films had a thickness of ~50 µm. 
4.3.4 Fabrication of CNF/PS Composites and Polymer Film Preparation 
The produced CNF/water dispersion was added to PS particle suspension (10 µm, 
2.5 wt% in water), followed by agitation using a rotational shaker for 12 h. The mixture 
was then centrifuged in a micro-centrifuge (VWR Micro 1207). The CNF coated PS 
particles were settled at the bottom of the container. 
The CNFs/water dispersion was blade-casted on Piranha solution cleaned silicon 
wafer. The casted film was firstly dried in fume hood at room temperature and further 
dried at 50 ˚C in convection oven. The PE solution was dissolved 5% by mass in hot 1, 2, 
3-trichlorobenzene (TCB, Sigma-Aldrich) at ~100 ˚C. The PS solution was prepared by 
dissolving 10% by mass in toluene. 5 wt. % PVOH and PVAc solutions were prepared in 
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP, TCI America). The PEO solution was prepared by 
dissolving 1% by mass in DI water. Polymer films were prepared on Piranha-etched 
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(30/70 vol% H2O2/concentrated H2SO4 at 80 ˚C for 2 h) silicon substrates, by using a 
knife-edge coating method described in detail elsewhere [32]. The casted polymer films 
were firstly dried at room temperature for 24 h and then dried under vacuum for at least 
12 h (PVAc at 20 ˚C for 48 h and other polymers at 60 ˚C for 12 h) to remove the 
residual solvent. After drying, they were transferred to a desiccator and stored prior to 
measurements. Film thickness was approximately 10-20 μm using an interferometer.  
4.3.5 Materials Characterization 
The morphologies of the prepared materials in this chapter were characterized 
using Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (Zeiss Ultra 60, Carl Zeiss SMT, 
Ltd., Thornwood, NY USA). Before imaging, these samples were coated with a thin layer 
of gold/palladium (Hummer IV Sputtering System) to prevent sample charging. The 
surface charge of CNFs at pH ~ 4.1 in water was measured by a Malvern Zetasizer Nano 
ZS 90. 
The attenuated total reflectance (ATR) spectra of CNF film, neat PEO film and 
nanocomposites were recorded using a Bruker Vertex 80v FTIR spectrometer coupled to 
a Hyperion 2000 IR microscope under a 20x magnification ATR objective (Bruker 
Optics, Inc., Billerica, MA). Measurements were collected from 4000 to 400 cm-1 with a 
resolution of 4 cm-1, and were averaged over 64 scans. 
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2.  
Figure 4.1 Schematic of adhesion measurements using an AFM colloidal probe 
method. 
Adhesion measurements were carried out using atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
(Veeco Dimension 3100) (Figure 4.1). Tipless rectangular cantilevers with nominal 
spring constants of 0.6−3.7 N/m (Applied NanoStructures, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) were 
used. Single CNF-coated or bare PS particles were glued to the tipless cantilevers with a 
small amount of epoxy resin (Epoxy Marine, Loctite, Westlake, OH USA) using a 
procedure described in detail elsewhere [33]. The actual spring constants for the 
cantilevers with the attached CNF-coated or bare PS particles (0.7−1.1 N/m) were 
determined directly by the methods of Burnham and Hutter et al. [34]. A series of 20 
force-distance curves were measured for each combination of PS/CNF or bare PS tip-
polymer surface, taken on three separate substrate surfaces within three randomly chosen 
10 μm × 10 μm areas on each substrate under normal air condition (20 ˚C, humidity 25-
30%). Three separate CNF-coated or bare PS particle tips were used for each species. The 
applied load during force measurements was 2.5 nN. 
The mean (Ra) and root-mean-square (rms) surface roughness of each polymer 
film for adhesion measurements were obtained from topography scans of  three 
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randomly-chosen 10 μm×10 μm areas on each polymer surface by using atomic force 
microscopy (AFM, Veeco Dimension 3100). 
Contact angles were measured at 20 ˚C on the different polymer surfaces using a 
video contact angle system (AST products 2500XE, Billerica, MA). Three standard 
testing liquids were chosen, two polar liquids (DI water and glycerol) and one nonpolar 
(diiodomethane), to calculate the surface tension components of each polymer surfaces. 
Nine 1 μL drops of each liquid were used for the contact angle measurement of each 
polymer surface. Surface tension components corresponding to van der Waals (VDW), 
Lewis acid, and Lewis basic interactions were calculated from measured contact angle 
data by using van Oss and Good’s van der Waals acid-base theory [35]. According to this 
theory, the surface energy is accessed from equation 4.1. 
3.                     S = SvW + 2(S+S−)1/2              Equation 4.1                                  
Where S is the total surface tension, SvW is the van der Waals component, S+ is the acid 
(electron acceptor) component, and S− is the base (electron donor) component. The 
relation between surface energy components and contact angle (θ) is given as: 
4.  L(1 + cos θ) = 2(SvWLvW)1/2 + 2(S+L−)1/2 + 2(L+S−)1/2   Equation 4.2 
Where L represents the surface energy of the testing liquids. Owing to the known 
components of L for three liquids, the S components can be determined by regression. 
The surface tensions of the testing liquids are as follows: water, + = −= 25.5, vW = 21.8, 
= 72.8 mJ/m2; glycerol, + = 3.92, − = 57.4, vW= 34.0, = 64.0 mJ/m2; diiodomethane, 
+ = − = 0, vW = 50.8, = 50.8 mJ/m2 [36, 37]. 
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Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Q200, TA Instruments, USA) was used 
to obtain the melting temperature and crystallinity of neat PEO and PEO nanocomposites. 
Approximately 5-10 mg of sample was loaded into aluminum pan. The PEO samples 
were heated and cooled at a rate of 10 ˚C/min under a nitrogen flow of 50 ml/min. The 
samples were firstly cooled from room temperature to -80 ˚C, held at -80 ˚C for 5 min, 
and were heated to 120 ˚C, followed by maintaining at this temperature for 5 min and 
cooling to room temperature. 
The glass transition temperatures of the materials were measured using dynamic 
mechanical analysis (DMA, Q800, TA Instruments, DE USA). The samples were cut into 
rectangular strips about ~3 cm long and ~3 mm wide and were tested in a tension mode 
while being heated from -90 ˚C to 40 ˚C with a heating rate of 2 ˚C/min. The testing 
frequency is 1 Hz, and all measurements were performed in the linear viscoelastic region. 
Mechanical characterization of neat PEO and PEO nanocomposites was 
conducted using a high-throughput mechanical characterization (HTMECH) apparatus 
under ambient conditions, described in detail elsewhere [38, 39]. Briefly, the polymer 
films were mounted in between two stainless steel plates and indented by a steel pin with 
a diameter of 1.5 mm at a constant strain rate (0.5 mm/s), resulting in equi-biaxial 
deformation. For each sample, a minimum of 9 stress-strain tests were performed to 
obtain films’ mechanical properties, such as elastic modulus and tensile strength. 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 CNF Dispersion in PEO Matrix 
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Figure 4.2 (A) and (C) are the fractured cross section and top SEM images of 10% 
CNF/PEO composites, respectively; (B) and  (D) are the fractured cross section and 
top SEM images of 20% CNF/PEO composites, respectively; (E) and (F) are the top 




Figure 4.3 (A), (C) and (E) are the digital photos of neat PEO, 5% CNF/PEO and 20% 
CNF/PEO films that were immersed in water, respectively. The photos were taken 
~30 s after placing these films in water; (B) is the digital photo of neat PEO film 
after ~3 hours of water immersion; (D) and (F) are the digital photos of 5% 
CNF/PEO and 20% CNF/PEO films that were immersed in ethanol, respectively. 
The films were firstly immersed in water for 10 days and then immersed in ethanol 
for 3 days. 
Dispersion of fillers in polymer matrix has a great effect on the mechanical 
properties of the resulting polymer composites [7, 10, 27]. SEM was firstly used to 
characterize the dispersion of CNFs in PEO matrix, Figure 4.2 A-D showed that two 
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composites have void-free surfaces, and CNFs could not be observed, suggesting that 
CNFs were fully imbedded in PEO matrix and had good adhesion with PEO. TEM was 
subsequently utilized to analyze the CNFs’ dispersion in matrix, but their dispersion still 
could not be successfully characterized because of the similar contrast between CNF and 
PEO (data is not shown here). Since PEO is water soluble, the produced composite films 
were immersed in water to remove PEO domains in composites. After repeating water 
washing and subsequent water exchange with ethanol, these films were dried at ambient 
condition. As shown in Figure 4.3, neat PEO film was totally destructed within 3 hours of 
water immersion, whereas CNF/PEO composites can still maintain the film shape within 
10 days of water immersion and 3 days of ethanol immersion before drying. Figure 4.2 E 
and F show the top surface morphologies of the dried solvent-washed composite films. 
Porous fibrous network structures are observed from both samples, and most fibers in 
Figure 4.2 E have diameters ranging from 5 to 50 nm. Despite more fiber aggregates 
were shown for 20% CNF/PEO, there are still many fibers with diameters of below 50 
nm (Figure 4.2 F). Figure 4.2 and 4.3 clearly show that the CNFs were dispersed well and 
formed network structures in PEO matrix. We reason that the great dispersion of CNFs in 
matrix is ascribed to the excellent dispersion of CNFs in water before their mixing with 
PEO, electrostatic repulsion between CNFs in PEO solution (pH of CNF/PEO solution is 
below 6), and strong adhesion between CNF and PEO. The adhesion study is shown 
below. 
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4.4.2 Investigation of CNF Interaction with PEO Matrix Using ATR 
 
Figure 4.4 ATR spectra of neat PEO, CNF and PEO/CNF composite films. 
 
Figure 4.5 Enlarged ATR spectra of neat PEO, CNF and PEO/CNF composite films. 
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In terms of chemical structures of chitin and PEO, it is expected that hydrogen 
bonds forms between them since -O- in PEO is a hydrogen bond acceptor and there are 
many hydrogen bond donors in chitin. Infrared spectroscopy is a highly effective method 
for investigating hydrogen bonding interactions in blend composites [40]. As shown in 
Figure 4.4, the characteristic absorption bands for PEO are detected at 1095 and 2878 cm-
1, which are attributed to C-O-C stretching and CH2 stretching, respectively [4, 27]. The 
characteristic peaks of chitin such as amide band I at 1654 and 1620 cm-1, amide band II 
at 1554 cm-1 are observed [16-18]. All these characteristic peaks from chitin and PEO can 
be detected from all the composites. With decreasing CNF loading from 100% to 20%, 
the amide I and amide II shift to higher frequencies from 1620 to 1624 and from 1554 to 
1560, respectively (Figure 4.5). This may result from the fact that the part of strong 
hydrogen bonds between CNFs has been disrupted with addition of PEO. It is possible 
that CNF and PEO formed hydrogen bonds and the red shifts of amide I and II occurred 
because the hydrogen bonds between CNFs are stronger than those between CNF and 
PEO. 
4.4.3 Investigation of CNF Interaction with PEO Matrix Using an AFM Colloidal 
Probe Method 
 
Figure 4.6 (A) SEM image of CNF-coated PS particles; (B) Enlarged SEM image of 
CNF-coated PS particle. 
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Table 4.2 Contact angles (˚) of polymer surfaces with three testing liquids. 
Substrate water glycerol diiodomethane 
PE 105.2 ± 4.0 87.3 ± 2.1 52.8 ± 2.0 
PS 101.1 ± 3.0 84.2 ± 2.0 33.6 ± 2.0 
PVAc 60.7 ± 2.9 70.7 ± 3.0 37.8 ± 3.0 
PVOH 46.2 ± 1.4 44.0 ± 1.3 40.4 ± 1.4 
PEO 19.0 ± 4.0 46.8 ± 2.0 33.8 ± 2.5 
Chitin 56.7 ± 1.4 46.7 ± 1.4 37.4 ± 2.0 
 
Table 4.3 Surface tension components (mJ/m2)
 










ATR data cannot prove if there is hydrogen bonding formation between CNF and 
PEO. To further study the interactions between CNF and PEO, the adhesion 
Surface PE PS PVAc PVOH PEO 
Ra(nm) 4.2 ± 0.8 2.4 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.4 8.3 ± 2.2 
rms (nm) 4.3 ± 0.8 2.8 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.4 8.7 ± 2.4 
Surface vW + -  
PE 33 0 0 33.0 
PS 43 0.2 0.4 43.2 
PVAc 41 0.6 16.7 46.8 
PVOH 39 1.1 28.8 50.4 
PEO 43 0 64.0 43.0 
Chitin 41 1.3 17.1 50.4 
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measurements were conducted using an AFM colloidal probe method. Figure 4.6 shows 
the morphologies of the CNF-coated PS particles. The adsorption of CNFs on the PS 
surface was driven by their electrostatic attraction, where PS particle has negative charge 
due to surface sulfate groups and CNF has positive charge because of protonated –NH3
+ 
groups. Five kinds of polymer substrates (PEO, PE, PS, PVAc and PVOH) were chosen 
to examine the effect of surface chemistry on the adhesion forces of CNFs. The surface 
roughness, contact angles and calculated surface tension components of these polymers 
were listed in Table 4.1-4.3. As shown in Table 4.3, PE and PS is essentially apolar, 
while PEO, PVAc and PVOH have a large Lewis basic component, where lone electron 
pairs are provided by ether, carbonyl and hydroxyl in PEO, PVAc and PVOH, 




Figure 4.7 (A) Force-distance curves for CNF-coated PS particle on various polymer 
surfaces; (B) Total adhesion forces for CNF-coated or bare PS particle on various 
polymer surfaces. PS@Chitin represents the CNF-coated PS particle. 
Figure 4.7 A shows typical force-distance curves for CNF-coated PS particles on 
varied polymer surfaces, which indicated that their interactions are in a short-range (<5 
nm). As shown in Figure 4.7 B, the adhesion forces for bare PS were independent on the 
polymer surface types. This is consistent with the expected results since the adhesion 
between PS and polymer surfaces is governed by VDW forces [41]. Furthermore, 
according to the Hamaker model, VDW adhesion between particle and flat surface 
depends on the Hamaker constant and its contact radii. Since the values of the Hamaker 
constant for these five polymers are very close (~8-910-20 J), the VDW forces are 
determined by the contact radius. Therefore, the similar VDW adhesion forces between 
bare PS and these polymer surfaces suggest that the small variation in surface roughness 
of these polymers (Table 4.1) didn’t affect their contact radii. 
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In contrast, the adhesion forces for CNF varied with different polymer surfaces 
(Figure 4.7 B). PE, the most apolar in the series, shows the lowest adhesion force value, 
while PVAc, PVOH, and PEO with high Lewis basic components possess higher 
adhesion forces. Typically, the short-range interaction (<5 nm) includes dispresion 
(nonpolar, VDW force) and non-dispersion force (polar, acid-base interaction). Since the 
vW of these polymer surfaces are not significatly different (Table 4.3), the VDW forces 
for CNF are almost indepepdent on polymer surface types. Therefore, the differences in 
adhesion forces suggest that Lewis acidic and basic components of the polymer surfaces 
play an important role in adhesion with CNF. 
 
Figure 4.8 Fitting of a planar model of equation 4.4 to adhesion force data. 
Assuming Van Oss and Good’s Lifshitz-van der Waals acid-base theory for solid 
(chitin surface, Ch)-solid (polymer surface, P) interface, the relationship of the adhesion 
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force with the surface energy and molecular structures of the polymers can be expressed 
as: 
                                                                                           Equation 4.3 
Where Fad is the experimentally determined adhesion force, and a, b and c are 
coefficients scaling the VDW and acidic-basic contributions, respectively. Since the 
VDW components of polymer (PvW) are similar, the equation 4.3 can be simplified as:  
                                                                                                Equation 4.4                                                    
Where A is a constant. We fitted to the equation 4.4, which is a plane fit plotted along 
with the adhesion forces in Figure 4.8. Fitting all five polymers led to a correlation 
coefficient r2 ~0.88 and the plane is in a good fit, suggesting that the differences in total 
adhesion forces on varied surfaces should result from the acidity-basicity of the polymer 
surfaces. Therefore, the adhesion force data indicates that CNFs have acid-base 
interaction with PEO. Since PEO is primarily composed of electron donors (hydrogen 
bond acceptor), and chitin has many electron acceptors (hydrogen bond donor), such as –
OH, -NH- and –NH2, the acid–base interaction between PEO and chitin should be closely 
equivalent to hydrogen bonding here. 
vw vw
ad Ch P Ch P Ch PF a b c     
     
ad Ch P Ch PF A b c   
     
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4.4.4 Thermal Properties of CNF/PEO Nanocomposites 
 
Figure 4.9 DSC curve of neat PEO film. 
 
Table 4.4 Melting temperature and crystallinities of neat PEO and PEO/CNF 
composite films. 
Sample Tm (˚C) ΔH (J/g) Xc (%) 
Neat PEO 67.3 177.0 86.3 
5% Chitin/PEO 65.8 165.5 85.0 
10% Chitin/PEO 64.0 152.3 82.6 
15% Chitin/PEO 62.7 137.4 78.9 
20% Chitin/PEO 62.0 122.3 74.6 
 
The melting temperature (Tm), enthalpy of fusion and crystallinity (Xc) of neat 
PEO and CNF/PEO composite films were measured using DSC. The degrees of 
crystallinity of these samples were calculated using equation 4.5 [11]: 
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∆
∆
100                   Equation 4.5 
Where ΔHi  is the enthalpy of fusion of the prepared PEO samples, obtained from DSC 
measurements, fi is the mass fraction of PEO in composites, and ΔHi
m is the enthalpy of 
fusion of 100% crystalline PEO, which is 205 J/g [11]. The neat PEO has melting 
temperature of 67.3 ˚C and crystallinity of 86.3% (Figure 4.9 and Table 4.4), and the 
crystallinity and melting temperature of PEO decreased with increasing CNF loading. We 
reason that the dispersion of CNF in PEO matrix and strong interactions between CNF 
and PEO hindered the chain diffusion and folding during PEO crystallization, resulting in 
the low crystallinity for composite samples. 
Since DSC curves could not clearly show the glass transition temperatures (Tg) of 
the prepared PEO samples, DMA was used to determine their Tg. The neat PEO has a Tg 
of -56.2 ˚C while the Tg of 5%, 10% and 15% CNF/PEO composites are -49.2, -48.7 and 
48.4 ˚C, respectively. The increases of glass transition temperatures for the composites 
resulted from the strong adhesion between CNF and PEO that restricted PEO chain 
mobility. 
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4.4.5 Mechanical Properties of CNF/PEO Nanocomposites 
 
Figure 4.10 (A) Elastic modulus; (B) Tensile strength of neat PEO and PEO/CNF 
composite films. 
The mechanical properties of neat PEO and PEO/CNF composite films are listed 
in Figure 4.10. The elastic modulus and tensile strength of the prepared PEO samples 
increased with increasing CNF loading. The elastic modulus and tensile strength of 20% 
CNF/PEO composites are ~3 times greater than those of neat PEO. The increases in 
tensile strength and modulus result from CNFs’ high mechanical properties, their strong 
interactions with PEO, and CNF network structure formation in matrix, as demonstrated 
in AFM force measurements and dispersion study, where the strong adhesion between 
CNF and PEO, and CNF networks lead to efficient stress transfer from matrix to CNF 
and from CNF to CNF. In addition, it is worth noting that not all the fillers showed the 
same reinforcement trend as CNF illustrated above. For example, Xu et al. studied the 
reinforcing effects of cellulose nanocrystals and cellulose nanofibrils in PEO matrices. 
The tensile strength and modulus of the prepared composites initially increased when 
loading fillers up to 7% and then decreased as cellulose content further increased. The 
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authors reasoned that the decreases in mechanical properties at higher filler loading 
resulted from filler agglomerations [27]. 
4.5 Conclusions 
In this study, the defect-free CNF/PEO nanocomposite films were successfully 
fabricated by a solution casting method and the structure-property relationships of the 
nanocomposites were established. The solvent-leaching of CNF/PEO nanocomposites 
showed that the CNFs were dispersed well and formed network structures in PEO matrix. 
The AFM colloidal probe adhesion measurements demonstrated that CNF has strong 
adhesion with PEO, resulting from the hydrogen bonding and van der Waals forces 
between them. The researchers in the field of polymer composites usually utilize IR to 
qualitatively determine if there is hydrogen bonding formation between the components 
in composites, but this technique cannot perform well for some systems, such as single 
components originally having hydrogen bonding [40]. Here, we prove that AFM colloidal 
probe adhesion method can be an alternative to quantitatively characterize the hydrogen 
bonding formation in composites. 
The crystallinities of PEO in composites are lower than that of neat PEO, which 
may be attributed to the fact that the dispersion of CNF in PEO matrix and strong 
interactions between CNF and PEO restricted the chain mobility during PEO 
crystallization. Compared to neat PEO, the tensile strength and elastic modulus of the 
nanocomposites greatly increased with higher CNF loading. In addition to CNFs’ great 
mechanical properties, the strong interactions between CNF and PEO, and CNF network 
structure formation in matrix played important roles in improving the mechanical 
properties of the composites because these two effects allowed the efficient stress transfer 
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from matrix to fiber and from fiber to fiber. With the great reinforcing effect in polymer, 
light weight and many other inherent properties such as excellent mechanical properties 
and renewability, the CNFs are promising fillers in polymer composites for a wide range 
of applications. 
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5. ENGINEERING PATRICLE STABLIZED AQUEOUS FOAMS 
FROM REWNEWABLE RESOURCES 
5.1 Overview 
The foam stabilization by particles has recently attracted intense interests from 
soft and porous materials communities due to its vast opportunities for a wide range of 
applications. However, most particles employed in these fields are derived from non-
renewable resources and possess low aspect ratio, such as spherical shape. Here, we 
report a new kind of aqueous foam stabilized by renewable high-aspect-ratio chitin 
nanofibers (CNFs) and the produced liquid foam exhibited strong hindrance on drainage, 
coalescence and disproportionation. The results showed that CNFs themselves were not 
effective stabilizers of air-water interface but short-chain amphiphile treated CNFs 
displayed excellent foaming ability. The effects of CNF and valeric acid concentration on 
surface tension, foaming ability and stability of the aqueous phase were elucidated. 
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) data illustrated that there is a strong affinity 
between CNF and amphiphile (valeric acid). Interestingly, the surface tension of aqueous 
dispersion was largely decreased with the combinational addition of CNF and valeric acid 
in water. SEM images confirmed that CNFs were absorbed, intertwined and formed 
particle layers at the air-water interface, which played significant roles in stabilizing air 
bubbles. Due to chitin’s unique inherent properties, such as renewability, abundance, 
biodegradability and high stiffness, we expect that the study of CNF-based aqueous 
foams should be useful for many research and applications. 
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5.2 Introduction 
Foams are useful as intermediates and end-products for a variety of fields, such as 
food, cosmetics, oil-recovery, flotation, insulation, transportation and biomedical 
engineering [1-13]. However, aqueous foams are not thermodynamically stable because 
of their large air-water interfacial free energy so that they show quite short lifetime. 
Surfactants and biomolecules are able to lower interfacial free energy but they still cannot 
strongly hinder film drainage, coalescence or disproportionation of liquid foams [14-20]. 
Recently, the foam stabilization by particles (Pickering foams) has attracted much 
attention from researchers because of the remarkable stability of the resultant foams. The 
detachment energy of particles (ΔG particle) from air-water interface is several orders of  
	 | |              Equation 5.1 
magnitude larger than thermal energy (kT, k is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the 
temperature) in marked contrast to few kT of interfacial desorption energy for surfactants 
and the formed particle layer at the interface behaves as an interfacial armor to effectively 
resist bubble coalescence or disproportionation. In equation 5.1, R is the radius of 
particle, γαβ is the interfacial tension and θ is the wetting angle of particle at the interface 
[21-31].  Currently, there are tremendous needs for renewable materials in society to 
mitigate energy depletion of fossil fuel, and this drives much research on developing 
advanced materials from renewable resources. Despite a variety of particles have already 
been demonstrated as effective stabilizers of air-water interface over the last decade, 
including metal oxide(silica, alumina etc.), metal (titanium, gold etc.) and polymers 
(PVDF, PTFE, and PS etc.), the Pickering foams produced from renewable materials are 
seldom reported [32-46].  
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Chitin is the second most abundant macromolecule in nature, existing in the 
exoskeleton of arthropods or the cell walls of fungi and yeast. Chitin is poly (β-(1-4)-N-
acetyl-D-glucosamine) having amino, amide and hydroxyl functional groups in polymer 
chains. Chitin exhibits many excellent properties, such as renewability, biodegradability, 
and biocompatibility, strong affinity to proteins and high stiffness. However, even though 
having these inherent benefits, the applications of chitin-based materials are still quite 
limited mainly due to its strong molecular interactions [47-50]. Up to now, the 
stabilization properties of chitin at air-water interface have not been reported in the 
literature before. Recently, our group successfully extracted chitin nanofibers (CNFs) 
with diameters of ~20 nm from crab shells without employing chitin dissolution. In this 
chapter, we aim to investigate the interfacial and foaming properties of CNFs in an 
aqueous phase. Meanwhile, we aim to develop aqueous foams stabilized by renewable 
CNFs. Particles with low aspect ratio such as spheres are often used as foam stabilizers. 
Previous research indicated that particles with high aspect ratio were more efficient to 
prevent foam destabilization than spheres [22, 34, 51]. Thus, it is potential to produce 
highly stable CNF-based foams because of its relatively high aspect ratio. 
5.3 Experimental Method 
5.3.1 Materials 
Dried crab shell flakes were purchased from TCI America. Deionized water (18.2 
MΩ cm) was prepared in a Barnstead Easypure RoDi purification system. Hydrochloric 
acid, sodium hydroxide, acetone and ethanol were purchased from EMD Chemical Inc. 
Propionic acid, valeric acid, enanthic acid, caprylic acid and 16-hexadecanoic acid 
(Sigma-Aldrich, CO., St. Louis, MO USA) were used as received without further 
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purification. Sulfuric acid (97 wt %, BDH Chemicals Ltd.) and hydrogen peroxide (30 
wt.%, BDH Chemicals Ltd) were used for treating silicon wafer.  
5.3.2 Chitin Purification and Fibrillation 
Dried crab shell flakes were processed to obtain purified chitin [49, 52]. Ground 
crab shells were refluxed in 5 wt % sodium hydroxide in DI water for 6 h to remove 
protein. The suspension was filtered and rinsed with DI water until the pH was 7. Next, 
the filtered solids were treated with 7% hydrochloric acid for 6 h at room temperature to 
remove minerals. After filtration and washing with DI water, the treated sample was 
refluxed in a 5% NaOH solution for 2 days to remove residual proteins and the other 
residues were eliminated by acetone and ethanol extraction. The purified chitin was 
dispersed in distilled water under an acidic condition and then this mixture was passed 
through a high-pressure homogenizer (Bee International Inc., MA USA) to generate 
CNFs (aqueous medium pH is ~ 4.1). A shorter homogenizing duration was used for 
preparing CNFs in this chapter in comparison to CNFs produced in Chapter 2.  
5.3.3 Aqueous Foam Preparation and Characterization 
CNFs/water dispersion was obtained from the high pressure homogenization 
process, and its pH value was adjusted from ~4 to ~7 using a diluted sodium hydroxide 
solution. The CNF dispersion at each pH was frothed using a rotor-stator homogenizer 
(IKA UltraTurrax T10) at 20000 rpm for 15 minutes. For CNFs/carboxylic acids/water 
foaming, small amount of carboxylic acids (propionic acid, valeric acid, enanthic acid or 
caprylic acid) were added to CNFs/water dispersion. The resulting mixture was agitated 
using the rotor-stator homogenizer at 8000 rpm for 20 minutes, and subsequently frothed 
at 20000 rpm for 15 minutes. 
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After frothing, digital images of chitin samples were immediately taken. A small 
amount of CNF liquid foam was placed on the top of a microscope glass slide, and 
observed using the transmission mode of an optical microscope (Olympus BX51 
microscope, Olympus America, Inc., Center Valley, PA USA) equipped with a digital 
camera system. A small amount of CNF liquid foam was dropped on Piranha solution 
cleaned silicon wafer (Piranha solution: 75% H2SO4+25% H2O2, treated at 80 ˚C for 1 
hour). The droplet was immediately dried with a dry nitrogen jet, and then was coated 
with a thin layer of gold/palladium (Hummer IV Sputtering System). SEM images were 
taken using a Zeiss Ultra60 field emission scanning electron microscope (accelerating 
voltage: 5kV). The zeta potential of CNF/water dispersion was measured by Zetasizer 
Nano S90. Three measurements (each measurement was averaged over 20 runs) was 
taken and averaged. The surface tension of CNF dispersion with or without carboxylic 
acids were measured by a surface tensiometer (Rame-Hart Model 250 Goniometer) based 
on pendent drop method, and was determined using drop shape analysis of liquid droplet. 
CNFs/water dispersion was blade-casted on Piranha solution cleaned silicon wafer. The 
casted film was firstly dried in fume hood at room temperature and further dried at 50 ˚C 
in convection oven. The contact angle of CNF film was measured by using a video 
contact angle system (AST products 2500XE, Billerica, MA). The foaming ability of 
CNF dispersion was accessed by measuring the ratio of foam volume immediately after 
frothing to the initial liquid volume. The foam stability was evaluated by monitoring this 
ratio over time at room temperature. 
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5.3.4 Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) Measurement 
The QCM-D has been widely used to evaluate surface properties including 
adsorption rate, adsorbed mass and viscoelasticity of adsorbed layers for many years. 
Changes in the resonant frequency of coated QCM sensors can be measured by switching 
on and off an applied voltage. The shift in the resonant frequency due to bulk adsorption 
is employed to calculate the areal adsorption by means of the Sauerbrey equation, 
                   ∆
∆
                       Equation 5.2 
Where ∆  is the mass change per area on the crystal surface, ∆  is the resonant 
frequency change, n is the overtone number (n=1, 3, 5, 7, etc.) and c is a characteristic 
constant related to the sensitivity of the resonator to changes in mass [53, 54]. In this 
chapter, QCM-D was used to characterize the adsorption behavior of carboxylic acid on 
the surface of CNFs at ambient temperature. 
Quartz sensors coated with gold were used in QCM-D experiments. These sensors 
were firstly functionalized with a self-assembled monolayer of 16-hexadecanoic acid. 
Briefly, gold sensors were first cleaned by UV ozone (UV/Ozone ProCleaner, Bioforce 
Nanosciences, Inc., IA, USA) for 10 minutes, followed by a 5 min incubation in 5:1:1 
H2O:NH3:H2O2 at 75˚C. The sensors were then rinsed with DI water, and dried with N2. 
Sensors were then immersed in a 1 mM ethanolic solution of 16-hexadecanoic acid, 
adjusted to pH~2 with concentrated HCl. After 48 hours, the self-assembly was 
terminated by rinsing the substrate in 200 proof ethanol, 10 min sonication in fresh 
solvent, and then drying under N2. Following COOH-SAM formation, the CNFs were 
spin-coated onto the acid treated sensor (Aqueous CNF dispersion: pH~4.9, 5000 rpm). 
These nanochitin-sensors were used for all QCM-D measurements (Q-Sense E1 system, 
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Biolin Scientific, Inc., Västra Frölunda, Sweden). QCM-D was used to measure the in-
situ interaction with a solution flow rate of 0.1 ml/min at 22 °C. A single measurement 
consisted of four steps: (1) baseline the sensor in dry air; (2) baseline sensor in DI water 
at pH ~ 4.9, allowing chitin film to fully hydrate; (3) exposure to carboxylic acid 
solution; (4) exposure to DI water with medium pH~ 4.9. For each step, flow continued 
until the resonance frequency change plateaued, which indicated that the sensor surface 
had effectively reached equilibrium with the solution. The 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 
and 13th harmonics were measured simultaneously during all QCM-D experiments. Of 
these harmonics, the 5th harmonic was selected for analyses. 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 Foaming Ability of CNF Dispersion 
 




Figure 5.2 (A) and (C) photos represent 1% CNF at pH 4.1 before and after frothing 
by a rotor-stator homogenizer, respectively; (B) and (D) photos represent 1% CNF 
at pH 5.8 before and after frothing respectively. (C) and (D) photos were 
immediately taken after frothing. 
Figure 5.1 A shows the morphology of the fibrillated CNFs produced from the 
purified chitin by a high pressure homogenization process, and the resulting CNFs have 
diameters of around 20 nm, and lengths ranging from hundreds of nanometers to several 
micrometers. The CNF dispersion with medium pH of ~ 4.1exhibits high optical 
transparency and CNF has a zeta potential of more than +50 mv that resulted from the 
protonated –NH3+ groups. When the dispersion was frothed by a rotor-stator 
homogenizer, no stable foam was generated (Figure 5.2). Previous study showed that 
electrostatic repulsion between highly charged particles can induce an adsorption barrier 
for their attachment at the air/water interface, and when their surface charges were 
lowered, these particles were able to absorb at the interface and stabilize air bubbles [31, 
43]. The surface charge of CNF decreased when increasing medium pH from ~ 4 to ~ 7 
and its pKa is around 6.5 [47, 48]. When pH was increased from 4.1 to 5.0 to 5.8 until 7, 
the CNF dispersion still could not achieve stable foams even using vigorous mechanical 
frothing (Figure 5.2 C and D). Wetting properties of particles significantly influence their 
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foaming ability and particles with a contact angle of 90˚ have highest detachment energy 
from air/water interface according to equation 5.1[18, 27, 28]. The contact angle of CNF 
is ~57˚, so its detachment energy from the air-water interface should be much greater 
than thermal energy. However, no stable foams could be produced using solely CNF 
particles. Since CNF has much higher aspect ratio than that of spherical particle, the 
equation 5.1 does not fit CNF well and also CNF may show different contact angle at air-
water interface in dispersion in comparison to bulk contact angle measurement. The 
hydrophobicity of CNF at the interface is possibly still not high enough to stabilize air 
bubbles. Therefore, the foaming ability of CNFs is possibly improved by increasing their 
hydrophobicity. 
5.4.2 Foaming Ability and Foam Stability of CNF/Valeric Acid Dispersion 
 
Figure 5.3 Schematic of the formation of CNF stabilized foams. 
One approach to hydrophobize CNF is to utilize in-situ physical adsorption of 
amphiphile on its surface [32-34]. One end of amphiphile has a hydrophobic hydrocarbon 
tail, and the other end has negative charge under acidic condition, which can interact with 
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the protonated –NH3+ groups of CNF via electrostatic attraction. Consequently, the 
hydrophobic tail would be exposed to surrounding aqueous environment, as shown in 
Figure 5.3. On the basis of this principle, valeric acid should be a great candidate for 
CNF hydrophobization because it is a short-chain amphiphile that shows negative charge 
at certain acid condition (pKa: 4.84) and has high critical micelle concentration in water 
[32, 33]. 
 
Figure 5.4 (A), (B) and (C) are digital photos of the 50 mmol/l valeric acid in water 
before, during and after frothing by a rotor-stator homogenizer, respectively; (D), 
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(E) and (F) are digital photos of the frothed 1 mmol/l, 5 mmol/l and 25 mmol/l 
valeric acid in 0.1% CNF/water dispersion, respectively (photos were taken 2 mins 
after frothing); (G) and (H) photos represent 30 mins and 24 hours after the 
aeration of 5 mmol/l valeric acid/0.1% CNF/water dispersion, respectively; (I) photo 
was taken 24 hours after the aeration of 25 mmol/l valeric acid/0.1% CNF/water 
dispersion. 
 
Figure 5.5 Optical microscope image of 5 mmol/l valeric acid/0.1% CNF in water 
dispersion. 
Different amounts of valeric acids were added to the 0.1% CNF dispersion to 
evaluate the effect of acid concentration on CNF foaming. 1 mmol/l valeric acid addition 
still could not make bubble stable (Figure 5.4 D). However, stable foams were obtained 
when the amount of added valeric acids were 5 mmol/l and 25 mmol/l (Figure 5.4 E and 
F). When aerating different concentrated valeric acid aqueous solutions (1 mmol/l, 5 
mmol/l, 25 mmol/l and 50 mmol/l), a plenty of bubbles were generated during frothing, 
but once frothing was terminated, all the bubbles were gone in a very short time (Figure 
5.4 A-C). The stabilized bubble size mainly ranged from 10 μm to 100 μm, as illustrated 
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in Figure 5.5. SEM images of one droplet of CNF/valeric acid foam showed that there 
were bubble clusters and single dispersed bubbles in the substrate, as shown in Figure 5.6 
A and B.  
 
Figure 5.6 SEM images of 0.1% CNF/5 mmol/l valeric acid foams. (A) Top of the 
bubble cluster; (B) Top of the single dispersed bubble; (C) and (D) are enlarged top 
SEM images of the bubble edge and bubble center respectively. 
When enlarging bubble edge and center regions, Figure 5.6 C and D clearly 
showed that these bubbles were covered with the intertwined CNF network layers, which 
indicated that the CNFs were absorbed to the air-water interface. Figure 5.4 G, H and I 
showed the evolution of these two foams over time at room temperature. Film drainage 




Figure 5.7 (A), (B) and (C) are digital photos of the frothed 1 mmol/l, 5 mmol/l and 
25 mmol/l valeric acid in 1% CNF/water dispersion, respectively (photos were taken 
2 mins after frothing); (D), (E) and (F) photos represent 1, 3 and 24 hours after the 
aeration of 5 mmol/l valeric acid/1% CNF/water dispersion, respectively. 
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Figure 5.8 Optical microscope image of 5mmol/l valeric acid/1% CNF in water 
dispersion. 
The different amounts of valeric acids were also added to 1% CNF dispersion. 
The results showed that only acid concentrations of above 5 mmol/l can produce stable 
aqueous foams, which is similar to 0.1% CNF (Figure 5.7 A-C). However, the foams 
produced from 1% CNF exhibited much higher foam stability compared with the 0.1% 
CNF dispersion. As shown in Figure 5.7 D, E and F, no drainage was observed 24 hours 
after frothing. The rate of bubble size increment was dramatically decreased. Foam 
stability was quantitatively evaluated by measuring the ratio of frothed foam volume to 
initial dispersion volume as a function of time. Around 40% air was initially incorporated 
in the dispersion and the aerated foams then remained a constant volume over 24 hours. 
Figure 5.8 shows that bubble size mainly ranged from 10μm to 100μm. Bubble clusters 




Figure 5.9 SEM images of 1% CNF/5 mmol/l valeric acid foams. (A) Top of bubble 
cluster; (B) Top of single dispersed bubble; (C) Cross section of bubble cluster; (D), 
(E) and (F) are the enlarged top SEM images of intersections of three bubbles, 
bubble edge and bubble center, respectively. 
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Figure 5.10 (A) and (B) represent the 1% CNF/water dispersion with top-down and 
upside-down placement, respectively. 
SEM images revealed that the CNFs were absorbed at the air-water interface in 
terms of the layers of CNF formation on the bubble surface (Figure 5.9 D-F). Previously, 
researchers showed that chitin nanocrystals were easy to form network structures and the 
gel strength increased with increased particle concentration [55]. The 0.1% CNF 
dispersion can flow easily under gravity but the 1% CNF showed very strong gelling 
behavior (Figure 5.10). The high foam stability of 1% CNF dispersion may result from 
two reasons. One is that the relatively strong CNF networks among bubbles in foam 
markedly halted or slowed down the film drainage and bubble coalescence, and led to 
reduced gas diffusion between small and large bubbles, resulting in slow 
disproportionation [28, 56]. The other possible reason is that the formed CNF layers at 
the air-water interface for 1% CNF may be much thicker than those of 0.1% CNF so that 
the resulting foams was more effective to prevent bubble coalescence and 
disproportionation. 
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5.4.3 Investigation of the Role of Valeric Acid in CNF Dispersion 
 
Figure 5.11 Representative curves of fifth overtone QCM shifts in frequency (Hz) as 
a function of time for valeric acid adsorption on the CNF surface. 
We hypothesize that the role of valeric acids in CNF dispersion is to 
hydrophobize CNF by absorbing on the surface of CNFs via electrostatic attraction and 
subsequently exposing their hydrophobic tails to water. The adsorption of valeric acids 
on CNF surface was investigated using QCM-D. Figure 5.11 showed the frequency 
change of the CNF coated gold sensor as a function of time. After introducing 5 mmol/l 
valeric acid solution (pH 4.9) into QCM chamber, the frequency was abruptly shifted. 
The frequency change is an indication of fast mass uptake by the resonators due to the 
valeric acid absorption. When the frequency reached near-plateau region, water was 
flowed to remove any excess of loosely bound valeric acids. After rinsing, there were still 
absorbed valeric acids on the sensor. When injecting 25 mmol/l valeric acids, QCM 
frequency shift followed the same trend with the lower concentrated one, but more 
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valeric acids remained on the chitin surface. QCM data demonstrated the adsorption of 
valeric acids on the CNF surface. 






(Yes or No) 
DI Water 72.38 No 
0.1% CNF/water 72.44 No 
0.5% CNF/water 68.41 No 
1% CNF/water 68.14 No 
1 mmol/l valeric acid 71.7 No 
5 mmol/l valeric acid 70.35 No 
25 mmol/l valeric acid 63.59 No 
50 mmol/l valeric acid 57.18 No 
0.1% CNF/0.5 mmol/l valeric acid 71.5 No 
0.1% CNF/1 mmol/l valeric acid 71.14 No 
0.1% CNF/5 mmol/l valeric acid 70.6 Yes 
0.1% CNF/25 mmol/l valeric acid 61.37 Yes 
1% CNF/1 mmol/l valeric acid 67.79 No 
1% CNF/5 mmol/l valeric acid 56.82 Yes 
1% CNF/25 mmol/l valeric acid 55.44 Yes 
In addition to SEM images that proved the attachment of CNFs at the air-water 
interface, the surface tensions of different concentrated valeric acid, CNF and 
CNF/valeric acid dispersions were also measured to illustrate the adsorption of modified 
CNFs to the interface. As shown in Table 5.1, valeric acid is able to lower the surface 
tension, especially for higher concentrated acids (63.59 mN/m for 25 mmol/l and 57.18 
mN/m for 50 mmol/l). The higher concentrated CNF (0.5 and 1 wt.%) can slightly reduce 
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the surface tensions of aqueous dispersion. Interestingly, the surface tension of 1% CNF 
dispersion was decreased from 68.14 to 56.82 mN/m with addition of relatively small 
amount of valeric acids (5 mmol/l). It is worth mentioning that a fraction of the added 
valeric acids would not absorb on the CNF surface, and preferred absorbing at the air-
water interface, which contributed to the part of the surface tension reduction. The 
amount of reduction resulted from free valeric acids and CNFs were not estimated here, 
but the 5 mmol/l valeric acid or 1% CNF can only slightly decrease the surface tension 
(70.35 mN/m for 5 mmol/l valeric acid and 68.14 mN/m for 1% CNF). Therefore, the 
relatively abrupt decrease of the surface tension was mainly attributed to the attachment 
of the valeric acid treated CNFs to the air-water interface. 
5.4.4 Foaming Ability of CNF Dispersion with Addition of Other Carboxylic Acids 
 
Table 5.2 Chemical structures and pKa values of carboxylic acids [35] 
Acid Chemical formula pKa 
Propionic acid CH3CH2COOH 4.86 
Valeric acid CH3(CH2)3COOH 4.84 
Enanthic acid CH3(CH2)5COOH 4.89 
Caprylic acid CH3(CH2)6COOH 4.89 
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Figure 5.12 (A), (B) and (C) represent the frothed 1% CNF dispersions with 
addition of propionic acids (25 mmol/l), enanthic acids (0.5 mmol/l) and caprylic 
acids (0.5 mmol/l), respectively. 
In addition to valeric acid, propionic acid, enanthic acid and caprylic acid are also 
short-chain amphiphiles and possess similar pKa value (Table 2), but have different 
lengths of hydrocarbon tails. The effect of these three acids on the foaming ability of the 
CNF dispersion was also investigated. Different amount of propionic acids ranging from 
1 mmol/l to 25 mmol/l were added to the CNF dispersion and then the corresponding 
mixtures were vigorously aerated by a rotor-stator homogenizer, but no stable foams 
were produced for each condition (Figure 5.12 A). In contrast, the addition of only 0.5 
mmol/l enanthic acids or caprylic acids were able to stabilize air bubbles (Figure 5.12 B 
and C). Previous studies indicated that the carboxylic acids with shorter hydrocarbon tails 
had higher critical concentration for particle foaming [32, 33, 36]. The propionic acid has 
very short tail so that its critical concentration for foaming is higher compared to valeric 
acid, suggesting that over 25 mmol/l propionic acid may enable CNFs to stabilize air 
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bubbles, whereas enanthic acid and caprylic acid have relatively long hydrocarbon tails 
and can hydrophobize CNF to the desired value by using small amounts of acids. 
5.5 Conclusions 
We designed and developed the first aqueous foams stabilized by renewable high-
aspect-ratio CNFs. The produced wet foams exhibited excellent stabilization against film 
drainage, coalescence and disproportionation, which were attributed to the formation of 
CNF layers at the air-water interface and network structures in the aqueous phase. The 
fibrillated CNFs did not show foaming ability even though the medium pH was tuned 
from ~4 to ~7. However, the highly stable aqueous foams can be achieved when CNFs 
were modified via the physical adsorption of valeric acids on their surface. We found that 
there was critical concentration of valeric acids for CNF foaming and the concentration 
of CNF had a great impact on the lifetime of the prepared liquid foams, low concentrated 
CNF showing poor stability. The valeric acids had strong affinity on the CNF surface and 
the modified CNFs were able to absorb at the air-water interface and reduce the surface 
tension of aqueous dispersion. In terms of the excellent inherent properties of chitin, such 
as renewability, abundance, biodegradable, antibacterial activity and high stiffness, the 
resulting chitin-based aqueous foams should be attractive for many applications, such as 
packaging, insulation and biomedical engineering. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Summary and Conclusions 
This work achieves the goals set in chapter 1 and makes a significant step forward 
in the fabrication, characterization, utilization of chitin, and opens up many new research 
opportunities for its future exploration. The key findings for each specific objective are 
summarized as follows:  
6.1.1 Produce the CNFs without forming strong network structures from crab α-
chitin using a physical-mechanical method 
We successfully fabricated renewable and biodegradable nanofibers derived from 
crab α-chitin using a high pressure homogenization technique. This method did not 
utilize organic solvents. It was determined that the resulting nanofibers have diameters of 
~20 nm and were dispersed well in water without forming strong network structures due 
to their electrostatic repulsions. Compared with the pristine chitin powders, the produced 
CNFs have a higher residue amount (40% vs. 20%) when heated up to 1000 ˚C The dried 
nanofiber film exhibits high optical transparency as well as great gas barrier properties. 
The sustainably-sourced nanofibrous materials can be potentially applied to a variety of 
fields, including packaging, structural materials, catalysis, electronics and biomedical 
engineering. 
6.1.2 Develop a route to create porous nanofibrous materials utilizing CNFs 
We succeeded in producing the porous nanofibrous materials derived solely from 
CNFs by using a freeze drying method. We showed that versatile porous structures 
including oriented sheets and three-dimensional aperiodic nanofiber networks can be 
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achieved by simply tuning freezing rate, where one of the structures mimics the size and 
interconnectivity of the white Cyphochilus beetle cuticle. The formation of such fine 
nanofibrous structures is not predicted by the widely-used particle encapsulation model in 
the field of freeze drying. We argue that the formation of the nanofibrous network is 
attributed to the attractive interactions of the nanofibers and a slow freezing rate. 
Previously, supercritical drying and organic solvent-based freeze drying have been 
widely employed to fabricate porous nanofibrous materials. Here, our findings showed 
that it is possible to obtain such fine structures by more facile water-based freeze drying. 
The innovative and renewable chitin materials should be useful for a wide range of 
applications, including reinforcing phase for polymer composites and as a basic template 
for sensors, tissue scaffolds, catalyst supports, filtration, absorbents and energy storage 
materials. In addition, the freeze drying method outlined in chapter 3 is likely applicable 
to other polymer and material classes for producing porous materials with diverse 
functionalities. 
6.1.3 Investigate the reinforcing effect of CNFs in polymer matrices 
We demonstrated the reinforcing effects of CNFs in PEO matrix and established 
the structure-property relationships of the CNF/PEO nanocomposites. We showed that 
the CNFs formed network structure in matrix and have strong adhesion with PEO, which 
were characterized by utilizing two relatively new methods for polymer composite field: 
solvent-leaching of polymer matrix and AFM colloidal probe adhesion. We reason that 
the strong interactions between CNF and PEO, and CNF network structure formation in 
matrix can greatly aid the loading stress transfer from matrix to fiber and from fiber to 
fiber, combined with the CNFs’ excellent mechanical properties, eventually resulting in 
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enhanced mechanical properties of the composites, such as tensile strength and elastic 
modulus. 
6.1.4 Study the interfacial properties of CNFs and create particle-stabilized 
aqueous foams from renewable high-aspect-ratio CNFs 
We successfully developed the first aqueous foams stabilized by renewable high-
aspect-ratio CNFs. The created foams exhibited strong hindrance on film drainage, 
coalescence and disproportionation, which resulted from the formation of CNF layers at 
the air-water interface as well as network structures in the aqueous phase. The fibrillated 
CNFs alone were not able to stabilize air bubbles, but highly stable aqueous foams can be 
achieved when CNFs were modified via the adsorption of valeric acid on their surface. 
We found that the concentrations of valeric acid and CNFs had a great impact on the 
formation and lifetime of the wet foams. The results showed that the valeric acid has 
strong affinity on the CNF surface and the modified CNFs were able to absorb at the air-
water interface and reduce the surface tension of aqueous dispersion. 
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work  
While encouraging works have been done in the development of chitin-based 
materials, it is worth conducting the following research in the near future to answer many 
key questions that this thesis has raised but not elucidated. 
6.2.1 Investigate the thermal degradation mechanism of chitin-based materials 
Interestingly, the produced CNF film has lower onset degradation temperature 
(204.1 vs. 277.4) and a higher residue amount (40% vs. 20%) compared with the pristine 
chitin powders when they were pyrolyzed up to 1000 ˚C. The thermal degradation of 
chitin is quite complicated and includes breaking, splitting of fragments of the main chain 
or side groups, and release of volatile products [1, 2]. Therefore, the present information 
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is not enough to fully elaborate the obtained TGA data. To have better understanding of 
thermal degradation of chitin-based materials, a series of experiments are recommended 
to perform, such as gas chromatography/mass spectrometry, comprehensive thermal 
analysis, XPS and NMR characterization. 
Furthermore, it is anticipated that the produced chitin-based materials in this 
thesis are useful precursors in fabricating carbon materials with versatile structures. In 
terms of chitin’s many excellent properties, it is worth exploring the potential 
applications of the pyrolyzed chitin, such as energy storage and catalysis [3-5]. 
6.2.2 Verify the proposed porous structure formation mechanism  
The formation of finely porous nanofibrous structures is not predicted by the 
widely-used particle encapsulation model. We proposed that the nanofibrous network 
structures were created because chitin nanofibers are insoluble and they experience 
significant attractive interactions, and combined with a slow freezing rate, the network 
structure remains intact during freezing. Recently, a three-dimensional non-destructive 
technique, that is, high resolution X-ray absorption radiography and tomography has been 
demonstrated to be able to in-situ image solidification of the particle/water suspension 
and the corresponding particle redistribution [6]. Briefly, X-ray radiography enabled 
visualizing the nucleation and growth of the suspension, and tomography combined 
information from a large number of X-ray radiographs to generate a three-dimensional 
map of the solidified suspension. More details can be found from reference 6. This 
method can be possibly extended to in-situ monitor the freezing process of CNF 
dispersion, which can help us verify our proposed porous structure formation hypothesis 
and elucidate the structure evolution of CNFs during dispersion solidification. Meanwhile, 
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the information can provide us new insights into further tailoring the dimensions of 
porous chitin and producing porous materials with diverse structures from other material 
classes based on freeze drying technique. 
6.2.3 Investigate the reinforcing effect of CNFs in other polymer matrices 
To investigate the reinforcing effect of CNFs in polymer matrices, PEO was 
chosen as a model polymer in chapter 4. We demonstrated that CNFs are excellent 
reinforcing fillers for PEO. The tensile strength and elastic modulus of 20% CNF/PEO 
composites increased ~ 3 times compared to neat polymer. Meanwhile, CNFs formed 
network structures in matrix and have strong adhesion with PEO. Since PEO is not 
widely used as structural material, it is recommended to study the reinforcing effect of 
CNFs in more widely used polymers such as polyurethane and epoxy [7, 8]. The 
methodology for investigating the role of CNFs in PEO can be extended to these 
polymers. 
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